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Objectives

Background

In December 2006, the Office of the Inspector General
(OIG) issued an audit of the Department of Justice’s
(DOJ) Grant Closeout Process (Audit Report 07-05).
Due to the significant issues identified in that report,
including $726,998,107 in dollar-related findings, we
determined that a follow-up audit was appropriate.

Each year, the DOJ awards billions of dollars in grant
and cooperative agreement funding, referred to
collectively throughout this report as “awards.” Each
award has a pre-determined project period. When this
period expires, or when all administrative actions have
been completed, the award is eligible for “closeout.”
Closeout is the final point of accountability for the
recipient, and the process by which the awarding agency
determines that all applicable administrative actions and
required work of the award has been completed.

We conducted this audit to: (1) ensure that expired
awards are closed properly and in a timely manner;
(2) ensure that award funds are appropriately managed
after award periods have ended, including deobligations
and subsequent drawdowns; and (3) determine whether
appropriate controls are in place to ensure that closeout
data reported by recipients is accurate and supported.

To this end, award recipients are required to submit
documentation to the awarding agency to demonstrate
their award spending, programmatic accomplishments,
and completion of certain terms and conditions required
by the award program. For the period covered by this
audit, award recipients had 90 days to fulfill these
obligations; the awarding agencies then had an
additional 90 days, for a total of 180 days, to close the
award.

Results in Brief
As compared to our 2006 results, this report identifies
significant progress in agency closeout timeliness and
fund management. However, we also identified
$28,810,221 in funding that remained obligated against
awards that were eligible for closeout, including
$1,465,592 in funding obligated to organizations that
had not been operational for as many as 10 years. We
further identified $762,183 in unallowable spending by
award recipients that was not detected by the awarding
agencies because reported data did not accurately
reflect important expenditure information. The DOJ
awarding agencies remedied $18,068,288 of these costs
prior to issuance of this final report. As a result, this
report identifies $10,744,009 in remaining funds that
can be put to better use, and $760,107 in remaining
questioned costs.

Audit Results
This audit reviewed closeout actions for DOJ’s primary
award-making agencies: the Office of Justice Programs
(OJP), the Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services (COPS Office), and the Office on Violence
Against Women (OVW). This audit concentrated on, but
was not limited to, 43,099 awards totaling over
$26 billion that ended between October 1, 2008, and
September 30, 2016.
DOJ AWARDS ENDED
FISCAL YEARS 2009 THROUGH 2016
(in billions)
AWARDING
NUMBER OF
AMOUNT
AGENCY
AWARDS
AWARDED
OJP
32,058
$19.4
COPS Office
6,501
$3.4
OVW
4,540
$3.3
Total:
43,099
$26.1

Recommendations
This report provides 61 recommendations for DOJ
awarding agencies to improve the closeout process.
DOJ awarding agencies provided sufficient
documentation to close 3 recommendations after our
draft report was issued, and provided responses
contained in Appendices 4, 5, and 6 of this report. The
OIG’s analysis of those responses and summary of
actions necessary to close the remaining
recommendations and remedy the remaining
$11,504,116 in dollar-related findings is in Appendix 7.

Closeout Timeliness – For the period covered by this
audit, agency regulations generally required that awards
be closed within 180 days after expiration of the project
period. While revisions to the Code of Federal
Regulations in 2014 extended this time period to 1 year
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award, and the final progress report, which provides
detail on the accomplishments made towards the
award’s programmatic goals and objectives. These
reports are used by the awarding agencies to measure
overall award spending, and to determine the
achievements made in relation to the award’s goals and
objectives. Data in the final reports is also used to
report on the efficacy of agency programs to Congress
and the general public.

following the receipt and acceptance of all final reports,
neither the OJP, COPS Office, nor OVW had adopted the
new timeframes. Therefore, we evaluated closeout
timeliness against the 180 day criteria established by
the awarding agencies.
We identified significant improvement in agency actions
related to closeout timeliness. Specifically, in our 2006
report, we found that 82 percent of OJP awards,
99 percent of COPS Office awards, and 87 percent of
OVW awards were closed after the allowable 180-day
timeframe. In this audit, we determined that 13 percent
of OJP awards, 19 percent of COPS Office awards, and
42 percent of OVW awards were closed after 180 days.

We reviewed sample of 118 final FFRs and 57 final
progress reports submitted by award recipients.
Through our testing, we identified $762,183 in
unallowable spending not detected by the awarding
agencies because reported data did not accurately
reflect important expenditure information. Specifically,
we identified $482,860 in expenses that violated agency
restrictions regarding spending by budget category,
$84,880 in expenses not included in the recipient’s
approved budgets, $81,045 in unallowable indirect cost
expenses, $61,984 in spending that occurred before or
after the approved project period, and $51,415 in
drawdowns that exceeded total award expenditures.
Specific examples include two recipients who used
$8,623 in award funds to purchase airline tickets for
family members, one recipient who paid itself $3,000 in
rent to utilize a campground it owns, and one recipient
who used $11,340 in award funds to pay salary and
fringe expenses for 9 months after the award period
ended. In response to our draft report, the COPS Office
provided evidence that it had remedied $565 of the total
amount identified as unallowable, and OJP remedied
$1,511 in the total amount identified as unallowable,
leaving $760,107 in remaining questioned costs.

Agency Fund Management – Again, we identified
significant improvement in agency actions related to
fund management. In 2006, we identified a backlog of
12,505 awards (20 percent of the universe audited) that
were expired, but not closed. For this report, we
identified only 782 expired awards (2 percent of the
universe audited) that remained open at the time of our
analysis. Finally, and most significantly, in our 2006
report we identified over $550 million in award recipient
drawdowns that were made after the expiration of the
award liquidation deadline. In this audit, we found that
the awarding agencies had effectively implemented
controls that prevent such drawdowns from occurring.
However, this report identified $28,810,221 in obligated
funding for awards that were eligible for closeout,
including $1,465,592 in OJP and OVW funding obligated
to organizations that had not been operational for as
many as 10 years. Also included in this amount was
nearly $4 million in unused OJP, COPS Office, and OVW
funding that was obligated for awards that expired as
many as 6 years ago, and over $1 million in refunds
submitted by recipients as many as 5 years ago that the
awarding agencies had not deobligated. In response to
our draft report, the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW
provided evidence that they had remedied $18,066,212
of these funds, leaving $10,744,009 in remaining funds
that should be put to better use.

Further, we identified over $19,000 spent to bring six
youths and five chaperones on a cultural exchange to
Hawaii – a rather high chaperone to youth ratio. In our
judgment, these types of findings indicate that improved
and additional layers of review at the awarding agencies
are warranted.

Recipient Data Verification – As part of a closeout
package, award recipients are generally required to
submit two final reports: a Federal Financial Report
(FFR), which details all expenditures incurred under the
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AUDIT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
GRANT AWARD CLOSEOUT PROCESS
INTRODUCTION
Each year, the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) awards billions of
dollars in grant and cooperative agreement funding that enhance DOJ’s mission to
enforce the law, ensure public safety against threats foreign and domestic, provide
federal leadership in preventing and controlling crime, seek just punishment for
those guilty of unlawful behavior, and ensure fair and impartial administration of
justice for all Americans. These awards support a diverse set of goals including
crime reduction, innovative research, and the provision of services to victims and
at-risk populations. As a steward of federal funds, it is imperative that DOJ provide
effective accountability and oversight in managing these resources.
The majority of DOJ awards are managed by one of three awarding agencies:
the Office of Justice Programs (OJP), the Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services (COPS Office), or the Office on Violence Against Women (OVW). Each
agency provides services to national, state, local, territorial, and tribal agencies in
the form of grants or cooperative agreements, referred to collectively throughout
this report as awards. Between October 1, 2008 and September 30, 2016, the OJP,
COPS Office, and OVW administered 43,099 awards totaling over $26.1 billion, as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Awards Ended Between
Fiscal Years (FY) 2009 and 2016
(Dollars in Billions)
AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

NUMBER OF
AWARDS
32,058
6,501
4,540
43,099

AMOUNT
AWARDED
$19.4
$3.4
$3.3
$26.1

Source: OJP, COPS Office, OVW

OJP provides leadership to federal, state, local, and tribal justice systems by
disseminating state-of-the art knowledge and practices across the United States of
America, and providing awards for the implementation of these crime fighting
strategies. OJP works in partnership with the justice community to identify the
most pressing crime-related challenges confronting the justice system and to
provide information, training, coordination, and innovative strategies and
approaches for addressing these challenges.
The COPS Office is responsible for advancing the practice of community
policing by the nation's state, local, territorial, and tribal law enforcement agencies
through information and award resources. The COPS Office awards funds to hire
community policing professionals, develop and test innovative policing strategies,
1

and provide training and technical assistance to community members, local
government leaders, and all levels of law enforcement.
OVW’s mission is to provide federal leadership in developing the national
capacity to reduce violence against women and administer justice for and
strengthen services to victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault,
and stalking. OVW administers award programs to help provide victims with the
protection and services they need to pursue safe and healthy lives, while
simultaneously enabling communities to hold offenders accountable for their
violence. Funding is provided to local, state, and tribal governments; courts;
non-profit organizations; community-based organizations; secondary schools;
institutions of higher education; and state and tribal coalitions.
Each award has a pre-determined project period. When this period expires,
or when all administrative actions have been completed, the award is eligible for
“closeout.” Closeout is the final point of accountability for the recipient, and the
process by which the awarding agency determines that all applicable administrative
actions and required work of the award has been completed. Therefore, timely
award closeout is an essential program and financial management practice because
it can identify recipients that have failed to comply with award requirements, detect
excess and unallowable costs charged to the award, and determine whether unused
funds remain that should be deobligated and used for other purposes.
Background
In December 2006, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) issued an audit
of the DOJ’s grant award closeout process (2006 Closeout Report) which included
60,933 expired OJP, COPS Office, and OVW awards totaling $25.02 billion.1 The
audit consisted of 44,197 awards totaling $17.61 billion that were closed from
October 1997 through December 2005, and 16,736 expired awards totaling
$7.41 billion that had not been closed as of December 2005. Overall, the
2006 Closeout Report found that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW substantially failed
to ensure that the awards were closed appropriately, and identified $726,998,107
in total dollar related findings. Specific issues identified included $554,192,410 in
drawdowns made after expiration of the recipient’s liquidation period, and an
additional $529,043 in unallowable drawdowns exceeding the total award amount.
The OIG also identified $163,955,084 in unused funding that remained on expired
award accounts, and an additional $8,321,570 in unused funds from closed awards
that had not been deobligated and put to better use.
The 2006 Closeout Report also found that 87 percent of the 44,197 awards
reviewed were not closed in a timely manner. Specifically, 82 percent of OJP
awards, 99 percent of COPS Office awards, and 87 percent of OVW awards were
closed after the allowable 180 day timeframe.

U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of The Department of
Justice’s Grant Closeout Process, Audit Report 07-05, December 2006.
1
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The 2006 Closeout Report included 44 recommendations that focused on
specific steps that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW should take to improve the
closeout process. The report included recommendations that:


Expired awards are closed within 6 months of the award end date;



Timelines are established for eliminating the backlog of expired awards that
have not been closed;



Recipients are prohibited from drawing down award funds after the end of
the 90-day liquidation period, unless an extension is requested by the
recipient and approved by the DOJ awarding agency;



Questioned costs related to drawdowns after the end of the 90-day
liquidation period are addressed; and



Unused award funds for expired and closed awards are deobligated within
6 months after the award end date and put to better use.

Additionally, each year, the OIG submits to the Attorney General a report
detailing the top management and performance challenges facing the DOJ. For the
past 16 years, award management and administration has been included in the top
challenges. As detailed in the Recipient Data Verification section of this report,
between January 2013 and March 2017, the OIG conducted 95 OJP audits, 17 COPS
Office audits, and 46 OVW audits. Based on the results of these individual audits,
we found that 85 percent identified issues related to unallowable or unsupported
recipient spending, 45 percent identified deficiencies related to the accuracy of
recipient Federal Financial Report (FFR) submissions, and 39 percent identified
deficiencies related to the accuracy of recipient progress report submissions.
Finally, on January 28, 2016, the 114th Congress passed Public Law
114-117, also referred to as the Grant Oversight and New Efficiency Act (GONE
Act). The GONE Act focuses on identifying and closing out expired Federal awards,
and requires awarding agencies to submit to Congress, no later than December 31,
2017, a report that:
(A)

lists each Federal grant award held by such agency;

(B)

provides the total number of Federal grant awards, including the
number of grants—
(i)

by time period of expiration;

(ii)

with zero dollar balances; and

(iii)

with undisbursed balances;

(C)

for an agency with Federal grant awards, describes the challenges
leading to delays in closeout; and

(D)

for the 30 oldest Federal grant awards of an agency, explains why
each Federal grant award has not been closed out.
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The GONE Act also requires that, not later than 1 year after the date on
which the head of an agency provides notice to Congress under subsection (b)(2),
the Inspector General of an agency with more than $500,000,000 in annual grant
funding shall conduct a risk assessment to determine if an audit or review of the
agency’s grant closeout process is warranted. DOJ provided the required notice to
Congress in November 2017.
In response to GONE Act requirements, the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) issued new guidance updating existing financial reporting
requirements. This guidance, which became effective on August 15, 2017, the
awarding agencies to submit a brief high-level discussion of GONE Act information,
including a summary table showing: (1) the total number of Federal awards for
which closeout has not yet occurred but for which the period of performance has
elapsed by more than two years, (2) any balances associated with those awards,
and (3) the total amount of undisbursed balances.
Additionally, the awarding agencies must submit a brief narrative of the
challenges leading to delays in award closeout and planned corrective actions to
address those challenges. The information must be provided to OMB, the
Government Accountability Office, and Congress, beginning on November 15, 2017,
and annually thereafter. As the requirement was not in place at the time we
conducted our analysis, we did not test the awarding agency’s adherence with the
new guidelines. However, in our judgment, the new reporting requirements are
likely to have a positive impact on award closeout.
Audit Objectives
Based on the frequency and magnitude of the findings related to award
closeout in the 2006 Closeout Report, as well as in response to requirements made
in the GONE Act, we conducted a follow-up audit of the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW
closeout processes to determine if their award closeout policies and procedures are
adequate to ensure that:


expired awards are closed properly and in a timely manner;



award funds are appropriately managed after award period has ended,
including deobligations and subsequent drawdowns; and



appropriate controls are in place to ensure that closeout data reported by
recipients is accurate and supported.

In conducting our audit, we tested compliance with what we consider to be
the most important conditions of the closeout process. Unless otherwise stated in
this report, the criteria we used to evaluate compliance are contained in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR), the DOJ Grants Financial Guide, OJP’s Grant
Management Manual, COPS Office Closeout Policies and Procedures, and OVW’s
Grant Monitoring Manual. We also interviewed key employees at the awarding
agencies in Washington, D.C., as well as reviewed financial and programmatic
documentation from 118 award recipients. Finally, we reviewed additional relevant
items, such as closeout process reports, grant monitoring documentation, FFRs,
and progress reports.
4

AUDIT RESULTS
The OIG found that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW have made significant
improvements to the award closeout process since the issuance of our
2006 Closeout Report. Most significantly, in our 2006 report we identified over
$550 million in award recipient drawdowns that were made after expiration of the
award liquidation deadline. In this audit, we found that the awarding agencies had
effectively implemented controls that prevent such drawdowns from occurring. In
addition, the agencies made marked improvements in closing awards following
180 days of an award’s end date. Further, in 2006 we identified a backlog of
12,505 awards (20 percent of the universe audited) that were expired and had not
been closed. For this report, we identified 782 awards (2 percent of the universe
audited) that remained open after expiration at the time of our analysis.
However, in this audit we also identified important deficiencies related to
timely award closeout, effective fund management, and recipient spending.
Specifically, we identified $28,810,221 in funding that remained obligated against
awards that were eligible for closeout at the time of our audit, and in some cases
had ended as far back as 2005, as well as $762,183 in recipient spending that was
not allowable under the terms and conditions of the awards.
Federal Regulations Regarding Award Closeout
Prior to December 26, 2014, the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) did not
establish specific timeframes in which agency closeout actions must be completed.
However, the 2006 Closeout Report recommended that the OJP, COPS Office, and
OVW implement policy requiring expired awards to be closed within 6 months of the
project end date; these policies were implemented, and remained in effect during
the period covered by this audit. However, in December 2014, 2 CFR § 200.343
was modified to require that federal awards be closed no later than 1 year after
receipt and acceptance of all required final reports.2
During our audit, the COPS Office and OVW stated their intention to adopt,
with modifications, the criteria as stated in the CFR. Specifically, the COPS Office
will be extending its timeframes to allow agency actions to be completed within
365 days following expiration of the project period. OVW has proposed requiring
that standard closeouts be completed within the existing 180 day timeframes, but
will allow 1 year after receipt and acceptance of all required final reports for administrative
closeouts.3 OJP officials stated that OJP intends to continue adhering to its own
more stringent criteria, which generally requires that awards be closed within 180 days.

The updated criteria did not affect closeout requirements for award recipients; these
recipients are still required to submit all final award documentation, and liquidate all award expenses,
within 90 days after expiration of the project period.
2

3 A standard closeout is a process that involves the consent and participation of both the
award recipient and OVW. Administrative closeouts are initiated by OVW to resolve administrative
matters which require closing of the award with or without the recipient’s consent.
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However, none of these agencies have adopted formal written policies regarding the
proposed modifications to the current CFR award closeout requirements.
The OIG recognizes that the awarding agencies have the option to adopt the
criteria in the CFR without modification. However, should the awarding agencies
adopt revised criteria subsequent to the issuance of this report, we believe that any
updated policy should establish finite timeframes against which agency closeout
actions can be measured to ensure timely award closeout and the effective
management of federal funds. In our judgment, any updated and implemented
agency policy should address:
(1) Finite deadlines for agency approval of all required final reports from the
recipient. This should include approval of the final performance report, final
financial report, and any other final reports that may be required under the
terms and conditions of the award. As award recipients are required to
submit these reports within 90 days after expiration of the award period,
agency deadlines should not exceed 455 days after the project period has
ended.4
(2) The completion of all financial-related closeout activities for awards left
open due to recipient refunds or U.S. Department of the Treasury (U.S.
Treasury) collection referrals. Specifically, if funds have been returned to
DOJ, or if the awarding agencies have resorted to referring delinquent debt
to the U.S. Treasury, consideration should be made as to whether any
other funds remaining on the account should be immediately deobligated.
(3) Awards left open due to OIG audit or other monitoring activity should be
reported to the OIG on a semi-annual basis to ensure that each agency is
working to close open issues or recommendations, and that awards have
not been left open due to OIG monitoring activity that is no longer active.
(4) Finally, awards remaining open after the 455th day should require
justification which should be reviewed and approved by agency officials. In
order to conduct this review, agency staff should query the list of awards
that have expired, but have not been closed, and determine which awards
have been expired for over 455 days. Agency staff should notate the
reason each award remains open, and what steps are being taken to move
forward with closeout. Senior agency officials should then review the list
and determine if the delays are justified. This list should be queried on a
semi-annual basis.
We recommend that each agency develop and implement revised closeout
policies resulting from this audit, or in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to (1) ensure
that any such policies consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award, (2) ensure
that awards that remain open for 455 days or more be subject to additional layers
of agency review, and (3) enhance collaboration and communication between the
4
During our audit, OJP stated that 455 days, which comprises the recipient’s 90 day
submission requirements and the 1 year agency requirements allowable under CFR, should be
considered the minimum interpretation of the CFR’s requirement. We agree with OJP’s determination,
and have used the 455 days in our outline above.
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OIG and the awarding agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semi-annual basis, a
list of awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other monitoring activity.
Closeout Timeliness
Timely award closeout is an essential safeguard to ensure recipients have
complied with award requirements, and to verify that all work required by the
award has been completed. Additionally, timely closeout is important because,
according to federal regulations, recipients are only required to maintain financial
records, supporting documents, statistical records, and all other records pertinent
to the award for a period of 3 years from the date that the final expenditure report
was submitted. If awards are not closed in a timely manner, it may be years before
the DOJ awarding agency identifies recipients who have failed to comply with
programmatic and financial requirements, at which time the recipient may no
longer be required to maintain the records necessary to resolve any compliance
issues.
To determine whether DOJ is closing awards in a timely manner, we reviewed
all awards closed during FYs 2009 through 2016. This review included
40,022 closed OJP, COPS Office, and OVW awards totaling $24 billion.5 While the
CFR currently states that awards must be closed no later than 1 year after receipt
and acceptance of all required final reports, neither the OJP, COPS Office, nor OVW
had adopted policies implementing these timeframes. Instead, awarding agencies
require 180 days to close out awards. Therefore, for each award in our universe,
we reviewed agency closeout actions to determine whether the award was closed
within 180 days of the project end date, in accordance with the awarding agencies
current closeout criteria.
Our 2006 Closeout Report found that 82 percent of OJP awards, 99 percent
of COPS Office awards, and 87 percent of OVW awards were not closed within the
180-day timeframe. However, our current work found that each awarding agency
has made progress since the 2006 Closeout Report, as shown in Table 2.

This dollar value differs from that in Table 1 because some expired awards were not yet
eligible for closeout at the time of our analysis. Awards that were expired for at least 180 days, but
had not been closed, are addressed in the Closeout Fund Management section of this report.
5
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Table 2
Analysis of Closed DOJ Awards
NUMBER OF MONTHS
AWARD CLOSEOUT
6 Months – 1 Year
1 Year – 2 Years
2 Years – 3 Years
Over 3 Years
Total Closed Late:

TO

OJP AWARDS
CLOSED LATEa
3,160
10.56%
590
1.97%
120
0.40%
74
0.25%
3,944
13.18%

COPS OFFICE AWARDS
CLOSED LATE
983
15.60%
166
2.63%
27
0.43%
13
0.21%
1,189
18.87%

OVW AWARDS
CLOSED LATE
993
26.17%
413
10.89%
123
3.24%
68
1.79%
1,597
42.09%

It is OJP’s goal to ensure that no more than 10 percent of closeouts, or 250 closeouts, remain
open in excess of 180 days after the award has ended. Based on our analysis, we found that OJP
was near or beneath this goal for 5 of the 8 years audited.
a

Source: OJP, COPS Office, OVW

As shown in Table 2, we found that only 13 percent of OJP awards,
19 percent of COPS Office, and 42 percent of OVW awards were not closed within
180 days. Our detailed results as they pertain to each agency are included below.
The Office of Justice Programs
Our audit included 29,928 closed OJP awards totaling $17.5 billion. We
found that 25,984 awards (87 percent) were closed within 180 days. As shown in
Table 2, only 3,944 awards (13 percent) were closed after the allowable 180-day
timeframe, indicating that OJP has made significant progress in the timely closure
of its awards.
Nonetheless, we reviewed closeout actions in OJP’s Grant Management
System (GMS), and conducted detailed analysis on a sample of 30 OJP awards that
were closed late, as well as 30 additional awards that were expired, but not closed
as of September 30, 2016 in order to identify specific issues that contributed to
delayed closeouts. Based on our analysis, we found that a variety of factors can
cause delays in the closeout process, ultimately contributing to closeouts being
completed after the allowable 180-day timeframe. These factors can include, but
are not limited to, late recipient submissions, final reports for which OJP requests
additional information or clarification from the recipient, or the completion of
required upward or downward adjustments to award funds.
OJP officials also stated that another significant factor contributing to
closeout delays relates to open programmatic, financial, or audit-related reviews.
Specifically, any awards with associated monitoring activity are placed in a special
“hold” status, and will generally remain in that status until all associated findings or
recommendations resulting from the review have been closed. Our testing
confirmed that monitoring activity did have a significant impact on delayed
closeouts. Specifically, 21 of the 30 awards that were expired, but not closed as of
September 30, 2016, (70 percent) were, at some point, affected by an OJP, OIG, or
other review.
Again, we recognize OJP’s significant improvement since issuance of the
OIG’s 2006 Closeout Report. While the OIG makes targeted recommendations
8

regarding improvements in overall fund management in the following section of this
report, we make no additional recommendations related to closeout timeliness.
The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
This audit included 6,300 closed COPS Office awards totaling $3.3 billion. We
found that 5,111 awards (81 percent) were closed within 180 days. As shown in
Table 2, 1,189 (19 percent) were closed after the allowable 180 day timeframe,
indicating that the COPS Office has made meaningful progress in ensuring awards
are closed in a timely manner.
We also communicated with COPS Office officials, analyzed award source
documentation, and reviewed a sample of 30 COPS Office awards that were closed
late as well as 29 awards that were expired, but not closed as of September 30,
2016, in order to identify specific issues that contributed to delayed closeouts.6 We
confirmed that ongoing monitoring activity was a significant factor leading to delays
in award closeout; specifically, 16 of the 29 (55 percent) awards in our review had
associated monitoring activity. Additionally, COPS Office officials stated that some
delays were caused by technical issues in the award management system. Again,
our review confirmed that technical issues did have an impact on delayed closeouts
and that the COPS Office generally addressed these issues during our audit. We
further address this issue in the Closeout Fund Management section of this report.
As previously noted, COPS Office officials stated that the COPS Office intends
to adopt, with modification, the closeout timeframes allowable in the CFR.
Therefore, we analyzed COPS Office closeout actions for FY 2016, the only year for
which the CFR criteria would have been fully applicable. We found that the COPS
Office closed 96 percent of awards within 365 days after expiration of the award
period.
Again, we recognize the COPS Office’s meaningful improvement since
issuance of the OIG’s 2006 Closeout Report. While the OIG makes targeted
recommendations regarding fund management in the following section of this
report, we make no additional recommendations related to closeout timeliness.
The Office on Violence Against Women
This audit included 3,794 closed OVW awards totaling $2.8 billion. We found
that 2,197 awards (58 percent) were closed within 180 days. As shown in Table 2,
1,597 (42 percent) were closed after the allowable 180 day timeframe, indicating
that OVW has made continued progress in ensuring awards are closed in a timely
manner.
Again, we reviewed a sample of 30 OVW awards that were closed late, as
well as 30 additional awards that were expired, but not closed as of September 30,
2016, in order to identify specific issues that contributed to delayed closeouts. We
As explained in the Closeout Fund Management section of this report, we identified and
reviewed a total of 34 COPS Office awards that were expired, but not closed.
6
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also discussed issues with OVW staff in order to assess the issues that contribute to
delayed closeouts. OVW officials stated that OVW operates with the maximum
possible efficiency given chronic and severe staffing shortages, noting that OVW
Program Specialists carry, on average, award loads that are twice the size
considered by OVW to be normal.7 Further, OVW officials identified issues related
to recipient staff turnover, technical problems with its GMS, and active
programmatic or financial monitoring that can create delays in closeout.
OVW officials also noted that OVW received $225 million in funding through
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) in 2009, which was distributed
across five award programs. OVW officials stated that the majority of those awards
ended between 2011 and 2014, which largely accounts for the increases in closeout
volume during those years. These awards also had a “hard” closeout date,
meaning that OVW was required to prioritize the closeout of ARRA awards, leading
to delays in the closeouts of non-ARRA awards. Additionally, from January 2011
through FY 2013, OVW was subject to the DOJ hiring freeze. OVW officials stated
that as OVW was already understaffed, an extended hiring freeze deepened and
lengthened the impact of the understaffing. The OIG did not conduct a review of
optimal staffing, and makes no recommendations in relation to understaffing or
staff turnover. However, we do not dispute that such issues could contribute to
delayed closeouts.
OVW officials also stated that award monitoring is a contributing factor to
delayed closeouts. Again, as discussed further in the Closeout Fund Management
section of this report, our detailed testing confirmed this statement. As previously
noted, OVW officials stated that OVW intends to adopt, with modification, the
closeout timeframes allowable in the CFR. Therefore, we analyzed OVW closeout
actions for FY 2016, only year for which the CFR criteria would have been fully
applicable. We found that OVW closed 84 percent of awards within 365 days after
expiration of the award period.
Again, we recognize OVW’s continued improvement since issuance of the
OIG’s 2006 Closeout Report. Our targeted recommendations in the following
section of this report address issues related to award monitoring, financial review,
and fund management, which we believe will assist in improving OVW’s closeout
process.
Closeout Fund Management
Award closeout is an essential component of the financial management
process. An effective financial review can identify excess and unallowable costs
charged to the awards, as well as any unused award funds that should be
OVW considers a portfolio of 45 awards to be appropriate for a Program Specialist, but notes
that award loads over the past several years have averaged between 70 and 90 awards. OVW
determined 45 awards to be appropriate based on its review of activities that take place during the
active award period. Contributing factors included how many Grant Adjustment Notices (GANs) a
Program Specialist can be expected to review, or how much monitoring is expected. OVW reviewed
different units and different Program Specialists and ultimately determined that 45 awards per
Program Specialist was a reasonable workload.
7
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deobligated and either repurposed by the awarding agency or returned to the U.S.
Treasury. As a steward of federal funds, it is imperative that DOJ provide effective
accountability and oversight in managing these resources throughout the life of the
awards.
Between October 1, 2008, and September 30, 2016, the OJP, COPS Office,
and OVW administered 43,099 awards totaling over $26 billion. To determine if
funds were effectively managed, we conducted an evaluation of agency actions
related to the financial aspects of the closeout process. Our review focused
primarily on two areas: expired awards that have not been closed, including
subsequent deobligations, and recipient drawdowns following the award liquidation
period.
In the 2006 Closeout Report, the OIG identified $554,192,410 in recipient
drawdowns that occurred after expiration of the 90-day liquidation period.8 This
report found that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW have made significant progress in
this area. Specifically, in June 2010 the awarding agencies implemented a control
in the Grants Payment Request System (GPRS) which automatically “locks down”
funds, prohibiting recipients from initiating a drawdown after the 90-day liquidation
period has expired. We tested the efficacy of this control by analyzing drawdowns
that posted after the 90th day and did not identify significant deficiencies with its
implementation. As a result, we make no recommendations related to recipient
drawdowns after the liquidation period.
Additionally, in 2006 we identified a backlog of 12,505 awards (20 percent of
the universe audited) with a total remaining balance of $163,955,084 that were
expired, but not yet closed. As shown in Table 3, this audit identified 782 awards
(2 percent of the universe audited) that were expired, but remained open at the
time of our analysis.

2 CFR § 200.343 and agency regulations require that award recipients liquidate all
obligations incurred under a federal award not later than 90 calendar days after the end date of the
period of performance.
8
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Table 3
Universe of Expired Awards
That Have Not Been Closed
as of September 30, 2016
YEARS SINCE AWARD
EXPIRATION
6 Months – 1 Year
1 Year – 2 Years
2 Years – 3 Years
3 Years – 4 Years
Over 4 Yearsa
Total:
a

OJP
84
137
39
47
108
415

BALANCE
REMAINING
$2,326,429
$4,772,570
$1,826,062
$1,247,574
$1,701,706
$11,874,341

COPS
OFFICE
10
14
2
3
29

BALANCE
REMAINING
$2,253,825
$67,630
$17,017
$18,544
$2,357,016

OVW
59
151
41
19
68
338

BALANCE
REMAINING
$1,424,687
$4,349,050
$1,969,033
$1,211,444
$5,624,651
$14,578,864a

Here and throughout the report, differences in total amounts are due to rounding.

Source: OJP, COPS Office, OVW

While the summary results presented in Table 3 above demonstrate the
significant improvement by the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW, we identified additional
areas for continued improvement with regard to closing expired grants. We discuss
these issues as they relate to each agency in the sections below.
The Office of Justice Programs
Our current review found that OJP has made significant progress towards
decreasing the number of expired awards that have not been closed. Specifically,
we identified only 415 awards (1.39 percent of the universe eligible for closeout)
that were expired for at least 180 days, but had not been closed. Of these
415 awards, 249 had a remaining balance totaling $11,874,341.
To assess OJP’s management of award funds, we conducted a detailed review
of the 30 oldest awards with a balance remaining that had not been closed. The
total amount still obligated against these awards was $1,596,341. For these
30 awards, we reviewed closeout documentation, award monitoring activity, prior
audits, investigative activity, recipient FFRs, or Payment History Reports (PHRs) to
determine, broadly, the underlying reasons that funds remained obligated against
awards that are expired. Our analysis identified three areas for potential
improvement: (1) the prompt resolution of monitoring activity, (2) the prompt
deobligation of funds the recipient reported as unused, and (3) the prompt
deobligation of monies refunded by award recipients. The detailed results of our
analysis are presented in the following sections.
Ongoing Award Monitoring
While it is the current policy of each awarding agency to close awards within
180 days after the project end date, each agency will also place an award in a
special “hold” status if the award has ongoing monitoring activity. For OJP, such
monitoring activity can include a program office site visit, an Office of the Chief
Financial Officer (OCFO) desk review or site visit, an OIG audit, or other review.
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Monitoring activity can legitimately delay the closeout of an award. For
example, recipient funds may be frozen pending completion of an audit or other
review. If these reviews extend beyond the project end date, the award must be
kept open to ensure that programmatic issues are resolved. Additionally, in some
cases, resolution of associated recommendations and a final review of recipient
expenditures may determine that funds are due to the recipient. However, our
review of the 30 oldest awards with funds remaining found that, in some cases,
monitoring activity was not current, or did not justify keeping an award open years
after the project period ended. For example, we identified:


One award that ended in September 2010 but remains open was to an
organization that was legally dissolved in January 2011.9 The award has a
remaining balance of $148,685, nearly all of which was reported as
unobligated by the recipient.10



Four awards that ended between July and September 2010, but remain open
due to monitoring activity. However, no monitoring activity has been
recorded against these awards since January 2015, and the remaining
balance totals $588,918.



Five awards that ended between September 2010 and January 2012 that
were impacted by a site visit that took place in May 2010; the total
remaining balance is $89,848. In 2013, the OCFO requested that the
remaining issues be resolved in order to move forward with closeout. As of
September 2016, one issue pertaining to the lack of submission of a
Subgrant Information Form remains unresolved, delaying closure of the site
visit, and therefore the awards. In our judgment, an issue such as this
should not contribute to a multi-year delay in award closeout.



One award that ended in June 2010 and was processed as a non-compliant
closeout because the recipient did not submit the required documentation
after multiple requests. Multiple attempts to obtain the required
documentation were conducted by OJP without success, and a non-compliant
closeout was approved in February 2015. As of September 2016, the award
remains open with a balance of $142,000, the entire award amount.



Seven awards that ended between September 2009 and September
2011 remain open due to an OIG audit; however, we determined that all
funding should have been deobligated by OJP as it was comprised of either
recipient refunds, or funds reported as unobligated by the recipient on their
final FFR. Additionally, the only recommendation open as of September 30,
2016, pertains to a deobligation of OVW funds; there are no open
recommendations to OJP. The total balance remaining is $300,622.

The OIG conducted an audit of this organization in 2014. As the organization was dissolved
at that time, a related entity responded to the OIG’s audit, and stated that it “closed out” the award in
December 2010.
9

The actual amount reported as unobligated by the recipient was $148,677. We consider
the difference to be immaterial.
10
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The OIG acknowledges that monitoring activity can legitimately delay award
closeout. However, based on the issues identified above, we determined that areas
for improvement exist in the prompt resolution of monitoring activity, and therefore
in the prompt closeout of OJP awards. We recommend that OJP develop and
implement a process to review awards that are expired, but not closed, on an
annual basis and take appropriate action for: (1) any funding that is obligated
against recipients that are no longer operational, (2) awards that remain open due
to stale monitoring activity, and (3) awards that were approved for non-compliant
closeout or are affected by other extenuating circumstances that are delaying
award closeout. Additionally, we recommended that OJP remedy and put to better
use the $148,685 in funds obligated against Award Number 2006-IP-BX-K001, as
the organization has been legally dissolved since January 2011. In response to our
draft report, OJP provided evidence demonstrating that it had deobligated all funds
associated with Award Number 2006-IP-BX-K001. As a result, this
recommendation is closed in this final report.
Funds Reported as Unobligated
Award recipients must submit, no later than 90 calendar days after the end
date of the period of performance, a final FFR detailing all expenses incurred under
the award. Recipients are also required to report the amount of federal funds being
returned to the awarding agency as the “unobligated balance.” The DOJ Grants
Financial Guide defines “unobligated balance” as a refund of federal award monies
that is being returned by the recipient to DOJ. We reviewed the most recent FFR in
GMS for awards that were expired, but not closed, to determine if the recipient had
reported all or a portion of the balance remaining as unobligated, and identified
$461,002 (29 percent of sampled amount) reported as unused. As shown in Table 4,
the unobligated amounts were reported as long as 6 years ago, yet remain obligated.
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Table 4
Funds Reported as Unobligated by the Recipient
YEARS
BETWEEN
FINAL FFR
SUBMISSION
AND

AWARD NUMBER
2006-DD-BX-K272a
2006-IP-BX-K001
2006-VR-GX-0009b
2007-AC-BX-0012
2007-IC-BX-0044
2007-IJ-CX-0037
2009-WS-QX-0174
2009-AH-FX-0079
2008-JP-FX-0036
2007-JP-FX-0059
2008-VA-GX-0030
2010-WS-QX-0013
2008-DJ-BX-0055
2008-DJ-BX-0726
2010-WS-QX-0120
2009-MU-GX-0003
2007-DN-BX-0011
2008-JF-FX-0076
Total:

BALANCE
REMAINING
$26,643
$148,685
$145,962
$147,975
$79,615
$61
$36,131
$19,335
$48,360
$19,415
$205,854
$156,906
$42,861
$2,518
$1,876
$3,908
$3,000
$20,000
$1,109,105

FUNDS REPORTED
AS UNOBLIGATED
$23,515
$148,677
$17,980
$31,174
$24,825
$61
$35,627
$19,335
$48,360
$17,997
$401
$33,554
$15,519
$2,518
$1,876
$3,908
$2,292
$33,383
$461,002

DATE OF FFR
SUBMISSION
06/18/2010
12/27/2010
12/01/2010
12/29/2010
12/29/2010
07/29/2011
08/01/2011
08/09/2011
10/10/2011
10/10/2011
10/31/2011
11/23/2011
12/29/2011
12/29/2011
12/12/2011
04/09/2012
07/29/2012
07/02/2012

SEPTEMBER
2016
6.3
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.5
4.2
4.3

For Award Numbers 2006-DD-BX-K272, 2008-VA-GX-0030, and 2008-DJ-BX-0055, the total
balance remaining is comprised of both refunds and amounts reported as unobligated by the
recipient; refunds are presented in Table 5 below. After accounting for both the refund and the
amount reported as unobligated for Award Number 2006-DD-BX-K272, an immaterial difference
of $45 remains.

a

Award Numbers 2006-DD-BX-K272, 2006-VR-GX-0009, 2007-AC-BX-0012,
2007-DN-BX-0011, and 2007-IC-BX-0044 were under external review as of February 2018.
However, we maintain that the amounts reported as unobligated by the recipient should be
deobligated and put to better use.
b

Source: OJP

In our judgment, such funding should not remain on award accounts for
years after the award has ended, regardless of monitoring activity. We recommend
that OJP develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that funding
reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and put to better use within
a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless of ongoing monitoring activity.
Refunds Received by OJP
Audits, reviews, or OJP’s financial reconciliation process may identify funds
drawn down by a recipient that were unallowable under the terms and conditions of
the award, or for which the recipient cannot produce adequate supporting
documentation. Unless the recipient can provide support for those drawdowns, or
15

unless the awarding agency provides retroactive approval for the expenditures in
question, the recipient will generally be required to return the unsupported or
unallowable funds to the awarding agency. In these cases, the refunded monies
could indicate that funds previously drawn down by the recipient were not for
reimbursable expenditures.
We reviewed the 30 oldest awards with a balance remaining to determine the
impact refunds have on balances remaining in award accounts for months or years
after the project end date, and to determine if OJP was deobligating those refunds
in a timely manner. As shown in Table 5, we identified refunds totaling $365,694
received by OJP as long as 5.8 years ago; this amount represents approximately
23 percent of the total balance remaining for the 30 awards in our review.
Table 5
Refunds Not Deobligated by
OJP as of September 30, 2016
YEARS
BETWEEN

AWARD NUMBER
2006-DD-BX-K272
2006-DJ-BX-1123
2008-DJ-BX-0050
2008-JB-FX-0027
2006-JF-FX-0060
2007-JB-FX-0076
2007-JL-FX-K006
2008-DJ-BX-0055

BALANCE
REMAINING
$26,643
$42
$85,606
$2,686
$503
$3,811
$4,283
$42,861

2010-VF-GX-0001

$7,811

2008-VA-GX-0030
2007-JP-FX-0023
Total:

$205,854
$25,075
$405,174

REFUNDED
AMOUNT
$3,083
$42
$85,606
$2,686
$503
$3,811
$4,283
$2,589
$2,100
$2,100
$20,553
$2,604
$2,604
$2,604
$205,453
$25,075
$365,694

PROJECT
END DATE
03/31/2010
09/30/2009
09/30/2011
01/21/2012
09/30/2009
11/26/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2011

12/31/2011

09/30/2011
09/30/2009

DATE OF
REFUND
12/10/2010
01/19/2012
01/18/2012
05/03/2012
06/22/2012
02/12/2013
02/25/2015
02/25/2015
05/21/2015
11/25/2015
07/15/2016
06/22/2015
07/09/2015
08/10/2015
07/15/2016
07/15/2016

REFUND AND
OIG SCOPE
END DATE

5.8
4.7
4.7
4.4
4.3
3.6
1.6
1.6
1.4
0.9
0.2
1.3
1.2
1.1
0.2
0.2

Source: OJP

We asked OJP why refunds made by the recipient were not immediately
deobligated and put to better use. OJP officials stated that because closeout had
not yet been initiated for these awards, the OCFO had not yet moved forward with
deobligation of the refunds; however, OJP generally agreed that the refunds should
be deobligated. Due to the frequency of occurrences detailed above, we
recommend that OJP develop and implement policies to ensure that monies
refunded by a recipient are deobligated, as appropriate, in a timely manner after
receipt.
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Other Issues Contributing to Closeout Delays
We further analyzed the universe of awards that remain open to determine,
broadly, the reasons that closeouts were not occurring in a timely manner. First,
we identified nine awards marked as open that expired prior to our scope start-date
of October 1, 2008. Of these nine awards, we found that funds remain obligated
against only three awards, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Expired OJP Awards with Funds Remaining
as of September 30, 2016
AWARD NUMBER
2003-VR-GX-0006
2002-IP-BX-0002
2003-AC-BX-1025

PROJECT END-DATE
08/31/2006
09/29/2006
12/31/2006
Total:

AMOUNT REMAINING
$1,090
$2,970
$67,204
$71,264

Source: OJP

While the recipients of each of these awards have undergone extensive
monitoring activity, the remaining funds should be remedied as each award has
been expired in excess of 10 years. We recommended that OJP remedy and put to
better use the $71,264 in funds that remain obligated against awards that expired
prior to the OIG’s scope start-date of October 1, 2008. In response to our draft
report, OJP provided evidence demonstrating that it had deobligated $43,867 in
funds on awards that ended prior to October 1, 2008. The actions necessary to
remedy the balance are discussed in Appendix 7 of this final report.
Of the remaining six awards that expired prior to our scope start-date, we
identified varying reasons the awards remain open, as shown in Table 7.
Table 7
Additional Expired OJP Awards
as of September 30, 2016
AWARD NUMBER
2000-DB-MU-0069
2002-TY-FX-0002
2000-DD-VX-K001
1999-IP-VX-0002
2005-DJ-BX-1514
2005-LB-BX-1000

PROJECT END
DATE
09/30/2003
09/30/2005
06/30/2006
06/30/2007
09/30/2008
09/30/2008

AWARD STATUSa
Programmatically Closed
End Date Passed
Programmatically Closed
Programmatically Closed
Award Rejected
Programmatically Closed

Status codes indicate awards that are closed programmatically, but not fiscally; awards
for which the end date has passed; and an award that was rejected by the recipient.
a

Source: OJP

We reviewed activity in OJP’s GMS in an attempt to identify the reason the
awards listed above remain open, but did not identify specific, documented reasons
why the awards remain open. In our judgment, awards that have been expired for
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the lengths of time identified above should be reviewed and closed by OJP. We
recommend that OJP review its universe of awards that expired prior to October 1,
2008, for which closeout has not yet occurred, address the individual issues
resulting in delayed final closeout, and close all awards as appropriate.
As previously noted, the total amount outstanding against OJP expired
awards, as of September 30, 2016, was $11,874,341. We previously issued two
recommendations to remedy the $148,685 in funds obligated against an
organization that is no longer operational, and an additional $71,264 in funds that
remain on awards that ended prior to October 1, 2008. However, due to the issues
identified above and because the awards have been expired for over 180 days, we
also question the remaining $11,654,392 as funds that should be put to better use.
We recommended that OJP review and put to better use, as appropriate, the
remaining $11,654,392 in funds obligated against awards that have expired, but
have not been closed. In response to our draft report, OJP provided evidence
demonstrating that it had remedied $10,285,273 of this total. The actions
necessary to remedy the balance are discussed in Appendix 7 of this final report.
The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
Our current review found that the COPS Office has made outstanding
progress in decreasing the number of expired awards that have not been closed.
Specifically, we identified only 29 awards (0.46 percent of the universe eligible for
closeout) with a remaining balance of $2,357,016.11 We reviewed detailed
information related to each of the 29 awards, and found that in 11 cases, closeout
was delayed due to system issues that were generally addressed by the COPS
Office during the course of our audit.
We identified an additional 16 awards that were open due to current
monitoring activity. Generally, the COPS Office will not close an award if:
1. The recipient has open compliance, legal, or other outstanding issues active
once the award has expired;
2. The recipient has an open or pending audit, is in litigation, or is under
appeal;
3. Allowable costs have not been paid or the final reimbursement has not been
made available for payment to the recipient prior to the end of the award
period.
We reviewed each of the 16 awards with monitoring activity and determined
that 12 of the 16 had a remaining balance totaling $2,357,016.12 We first reviewed
all final FFRs for the 16 awards, and identified 12 cases in which funds were
reported as unobligated by the recipient, as shown in Table 8.
In the sections below, we discuss 11 awards open due to technical issues, and an additional
16 open due to monitoring issues. The remaining two awards were held open as the COPS Office
waits on a deliverable financed by the award.
11

12

The remaining four awards had been fully drawn down, meaning no balance remained.
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Table 8
Funds Reported as Unobligated by the Recipient
FUNDS
REPORTED
AS

AWARD NUMBER
2007-CK-WX-0294
2010-CK-WX-0592
2010-HE-WX-0002
2010-UM-WX-0235
2011-CK-WX-K006
2007-CK-WX-0268
2013-CK-WX-K033
2007-CK-WX-0052
2007-CK-WX-0048
2011-HH-WX-0010
2011-UL-WX-0020
2011-CK-WX-0109
Totals:

BALANCE
$18,544
$16,984
$33
$33
$67,597
$39,479
$5,827
$202,806
$1,851,842
$21,821
$72,180
$59,870
$2,357,016

UNOBLIGATED
$18,544
$16,984
$33
$33
$4,419a
$38,815
$5,827
$50,041b
$1,444,767
$22,479
$72,180
$66,382 c
$1,740,502

DATE OF FFR
SUBMISSION
10/22/2010
07/24/2013
04/08/2014
07/08/2015
11/23/2015
01/15/2016
01/22/2016
01/27/2016
04/01/2016
04/11/2016
04/29/2016
04/28/2016

YEARS BETWEEN
FINAL FFR
SUBMISSION
AND SEPTEMBER
2016
5.95
3.19
2.48
1.23
0.85
0.71
0.69
0.68
0.50
0.47
0.42
0.42

Award Numbers 2011-CK-WX-K006 and 2007-CK-WX-0048 were affected by both amounts
reported as unobligated and recipient refunds; for this reason, they are included in both
Tables 8 and 9. For Award Number 2011-CK-WX-K006, the recipient actually reported a higher
amount as unobligated than indicated here. The COPS Office contacted the recipient for a
refund, which was received. We handle that issue in the refunds table below.

a

In this case, the recipient did indicate that additional funds were due. However, a COPS Office
review of this award has identified millions of dollars in questioned costs, indicating that a
deobligation of the remaining balance may be a prudent action.
b

For this award, COPS did recover the difference between the balance remaining and the funds
reported as unobligated. This action took place after our scope end-date, and therefore the
refund is not included in our analysis.

c

Source: COPS Office

Again, in our judgment, funds that are reported as unobligated by the
recipient should be promptly deobligated and put to better use, regardless of
monitoring activity. We recommend that the COPS Office develop and implement
policies and procedures to ensure that funding reported as unobligated by the
recipient be deobligated and put to better use within a timely manner, as
appropriate, regardless of ongoing monitoring activity.
We also reviewed all open awards with a balance remaining to determine if
that balance was comprised of a refund. As shown in Table 9, we identified two
awards with a total of $479,088 in monies refunded by the recipient.
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Table 9
Refunds Not Deobligated by the COPS Office
as of September 30, 2016

AWARD NUMBER
2011-CK-WX-K006

BALANCE
$67,597

2007-CK-WX-0048
Total:

$1,851,842
$1,919,440

REFUNDED
AMOUNT
$54,107
$8,250
$821
$415,910
$479,088

PROJECT
END DATE
08/31/2015

02/29/2016

REFUND
DATE
12/23/2015
02/04/2016
06/10/2016
06/10/2016

YEARS
BETWEEN
REFUND AND
OIG SCOPE
END DATE
0.77
0.65
0.31
0.31

Source: COPS Office

As noted above, the COPS Office will not move forward with closeout if the
recipient is undergoing monitoring activity; for the purposes of this audit, we did
not generally take issue with this policy. However, in our judgment, funds returned
to the COPS Office by the recipient should be deobligated and put to better use.
Therefore, as a best practice, we recommend that the COPS Office develop and
implement policies and procedures to ensure that any refunds submitted by the
recipient after the award period has ended are deobligated and put to better use, as
appropriate, within a timely manner after receipt. Finally, we recommended that
the COPS Office review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining
$2,357,016 in funds obligated against awards that have expired, but have not been
closed. In response to our draft report, the COPS Office provided evidence
demonstrating that it had remedied $2,132,357 of this total. The actions necessary
to remedy the balance are discussed in Appendix 7 of this final report.
The Office on Violence Against Women
The OIG’s 2006 Closeout Report of expired OVW awards identified
370 awards (54 percent of the universe audited), that were more than 180 days
past the project end date, but had not been closed. Our review found that OVW
has made significant progress in the timely closeout of expired awards in relation to
its overall universe. Specifically, we identified only 338 awards (8 percent of the
universe eligible for closeout) that expired at least 180 days prior to our scope-end
date, but had not been closed. Of these 338 awards, 231 (5 percent of the
universe eligible for closeout) have obligated balances totaling $14,578,864.
To assess OVW’s management of award funds, we conducted a detailed
review of the 30 oldest awards that are expired, but open, with funds still obligated.
The total dollar amount tested was $3,707,297.
Again, our review identified three areas for improvement: (1) the prompt
resolution of monitoring activity, (2) the prompt deobligation of funds the recipient
reported as unused, and (3) the prompt deobligation of monies refunded by the
recipient. The detailed results of our analysis are presented in the following
sections.
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Ongoing Award Monitoring and Reconciliation Issues
As with OJP and COPS Office, OVW will place an award in a special “hold”
status if the award has ongoing monitoring activity. While monitoring activity can
legitimately delay the closeout of an award, it is imperative that such activity be
resolved within a timely manner to ensure the most effective stewardship of federal
funds.
Our review found that, for the 30 awards reviewed, monitoring activity was
not always current, or did not justify the delayed closeout and corresponding
deobligation of funds. Specifically, we identified the following examples:


Four awards that ended between June 2009 and August 2012 were affected
by OIG audits or OVW reviews, but remain open despite the fact that the
recipients are no longer operational. A total of $1,143,359 remains obligated
against these awards. Based on this finding, we expanded our review of
recipients who are no longer operational to include all expired awards, and
ultimately identified a total of $1,316,907 in funds still obligated to defunct
recipients. In one case, the recipient had not been operational for over
10 years.



Five awards that ended between December 2009 and August 2012 have
refunds due to DOJ, as determined by OVW. Despite multiple outreach
attempts, the refunds have not been received and the awards remain open.
The total amount still obligated against these awards is $393,757.



One award ended in January 2012, but remains open pending ongoing
monitoring activity. No monitoring activity has been recorded against this
award since January 2015, and the remaining balance totals over $30,000.



Four awards exist for which the recipient has been unresponsive to multiple
rounds of resolution action by OVW. The total amount still obligated is
$541,567.



Six awards ended between April 2011 and April 2012 for which OVW has
made multiple rounds of outreach in order to reconcile outstanding indirect
cost rate issues, and issues with special condition compliance. The issues
remain unreconciled, and the total amount still obligated against these
awards is $732,637.



One award ended in March 2012 for which OVW has attempted to reconcile
an issue related to a budget modification since May 2013. The issue remains
unreconciled. The total balance remaining is $86,742, nearly all of which
was reported as unobligated by the recipient.

Based on the issues identified above, we determined that room for
improvement exists in the prompt closeout of OVW awards. We recommend that
OVW develop and implement a process to review awards that are expired but not
closed on an annual basis, and take appropriate action to: (1) identify any funding
that is obligated against recipients that are no longer operational, (2) review
awards that remain open due to stale monitoring activity, and (3) ensure
outstanding programmatic or financial issues that contribute to the delays in closing
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awards are addressed in a timely manner. Finally, we recommended that OVW
remedy and put to better use the $1,316,907 in funding that remained obligated
against Award Numbers 2004-SW-AX-0036, 2005-IW-AX-0009, 2005-IW-AX-0010,
2005-WL-AX-0073, 2005-WR-AX-0011, 2006-WL-AX-0023, 2007-TW-AX-0033,
2009-WH-AX-0010, and 2007-IW-AX-0005, as the recipients are no longer
operational. In response to our draft report, OVW provided evidence demonstrating
that it had deobligated all funds associated with this recommendation. As shown in
Appendix 7, this recommendation is closed.
We also identified multiple awards for which the entire balance remaining
was comprised of recipient refunds, or amounts reported as unobligated by the
recipient. We discuss these in more detail in the sections below.
Funds Reported as Unobligated
For the 30 oldest open awards with funds still obligated, we reviewed the
most recent FFR in GMS to determine if the recipient had reported all or a portion of
the balance remaining as unobligated, or if during the review process OVW had
determined that funds were unused. We identified $1,831,332 (49 percent of the
total balance remaining) that was reported as unobligated, as shown in Table 10.
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Table 10
Funds Reported as Unobligated by the Recipient

AWARD NUMBER
2007-WF-AX-0053
2007-WR-AX-0092
2007-WE-AX-0044
2009-WH-AX-0010
2006-WE-AX-0026
2007-TW-AX-0022
2008-TW-AX-0055
2007-WF-AX-0028
2006-WL-AX-0023
2006-WE-AX-0075
2007-CW-AX-0001
2009-UW-AX-0039
2007-TW-AX-0062
2007-TW-AX-0029
2004-WA-AX-0015
2008-WF-AX-0044
2007-TW-AX-0007
2006-WH-AX-0042
2008-TW-AX-0049
2005-WR-AX-0054
2007-WE-AX-0041
2006-WI-AX-0002
2006-WH-AX-0009
Total:

BALANCE
$283,226
$33,478
$26,878
$110,000
$86,655
$50,655
$27,443
$140,043
$246,108
$37,500
$299,352
$12,167
$4,995
$70,050
$86,742
$86,307
$33,841
$35,227
$29,362
$173,711
$378,788
$119,794
$33,170
$2,405,492

FUNDS REPORTED
UNOBLIGATEDa
$47,563
$36,166
$7,075
$210,350
$8,077
$8,871
$16,155
$19,721
$328,152
$36,060
$307,637
$12,167
$36,536
$62,368
$86,102
$243,144
$33,841
$4,117
$31,337
$15,522
$163,295
$83,905
$33,170
$1,831,332

AS

DATE OF FFR
SUBMISSION
12/31/2009
10/02/2010
10/22/2010
12/30/2010
07/13/2011
09/28/2011
10/31/2011
11/29/2011
01/18/2012
01/27/2012
01/17/2012
01/31/2012
03/12/2012
02/29/2012
06/27/2012
07/06/2012
08/17/2012
11/26/2012
02/01/2013
07/24/2014
10/02/2014
06/18/2015
06/21/2016

YEARS BETWEEN
FINAL FFR
SUBMISSION AND
OIG SCOPE END
DATE
6.8
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.2
5.0
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.3
4.2
4.1
3.8
3.7
2.2
2.0
1.3
0.3

Differences between the amount reported as unobligated and the balance remaining are due to a
variety of factors, including recipient refunds, repayment plans, funds affected by audit or review, or
recipients who did not make a final drawdown that corresponds to expenditures as reported on the
final FFR.

a

Source: OVW

We found that in 9 cases (30 percent), the recipient had reported as
unobligated an amount that equals or exceeds the remaining balance. In an
additional 14 cases (47 percent), at least a portion of the balance remaining had
been reported as unobligated by the recipient, or was adjusted during the review
process by OVW to indicate that the funds were unobligated.
It is OVW’s policy to place a hold on closeouts if there are pending
programmatic or financial monitoring reports, any open OIG audits, or any
recommendations identified during a recipient’s single audit. We asked OVW
officials if OVW differentiates between placing an overall hold on the closeout, and
allowing a deobligation. OVW officials stated that no funds are deobligated until the
hold has been released, as the outcome of the site visit or audit may determine
that the recipient owes additional funds back to OVW, or that funds may be due to
the recipient. In our judgment, monitoring activity can legitimately delay the
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closeout of an award. However, we identified two areas for improvement in this
process.
The OIG recognizes that, in some cases, it is necessary to leave funds
obligated against an award during the audit resolution process. For example, an
audit or other review may result in a recipient’s funds being temporarily frozen;
upon resolution of the audit, it may be determined by the OIG or by the awarding
agency that additional funds are due to the recipient. In such cases, placing a hold
on the financial closeout as well as the programmatic closeout is necessary.
However, in our judgment, the policy default of leaving funds obligated against
awards with monitoring activity does not provide effective stewardship of federal
funds as, in many cases, those funds could be deobligated and put to better use.
In our sample, we identified funds reported as unobligated by the recipient that
remained obligated against accounts that expired as far back as 2009. It is the
recipient's responsibility to submit a final FFR with accurate expenses noted.
Therefore, if funds are not frozen, and if the recipient has submitted a final FFR
indicating that an unobligated balance exists, those funds should not remain on the
award account for months or years after the end date. We recommend that OVW
develop and implement policies and procedures to review balances reported as
unobligated by the recipient during the liquidation period, or balances amended by
OVW to include unobligated funds, and to deobligate these balances, as
appropriate, within a timely manner.
Refunds Not Deobligated by OVW
Award monitoring or OVW’s financial reconciliation process may identify
funds drawn down by a recipient that were unallowable under the terms and
conditions of the award, or for which the recipient cannot produce adequate
supporting documentation. Unless the recipient can provide support for those
drawdowns, or unless the awarding agency provides retroactive approval for the
expenditures in question, the recipient will generally be required to return the
unsupported or unallowable funds to the awarding agency. In these cases, the
refunded monies could indicate that the funds previously drawn down by the
recipient were not for reimbursable expenditures.
We reviewed the 30 oldest open OVW awards with funds remaining to
determine the impact refunds had on the existing balance. We identified a total of
$288,751 (8 percent of the total balance remaining) in refunded monies obligated
against 10 different awards, as shown in Table 11.
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Table 11
Refunds Not Deobligated by OVW
as of September 30, 2016
YEARS
BETWEEN

AWARD NUMBER
2007-TW-AX-0022

BALANCE
REMAINING
$50,655

2009-TA-AX-K056

$57,341

2007-WF-AX-0028
2007-WR-AX-0092
2007-WR-AX-0061
2007-TW-AX-0062
2007-WE-AX-0041
2006-WH-AX-042
2007-WF-AX-0053
2006-WE-AX-0071
Total:

$140,043
$33,478
$26,563
$4,995
$378,788
$35,227
$283,226
$108,019
$1,118,333

REFUNDED
AMOUNT
$289
$565
$349
$41,435
$35,290
$22,051
$128,326
$21,600
$26,813
$4,421
$231
$5,231
$1,601
$549
$288,751

PROJECT
END DATE
06/30/2011

07/31/2011
08/31/2011
06/30/2010
09/30/2011
02/28/2011
04/30/2012
08/31/2012
11/30/2009
08/31/2012

DATE OF
REFUND
09/12/2011
10/20/2011
01/09/2015
03/26/2015
06/19/2012
12/03/2015
03/16/2012
10/05/2012a
10/05/2012b
11/02/2012
10/14/2014
03/10/2015
02/25/2015
04/24/2015

REFUND AND
OIG SCOPE
END DATE
5.1
5.0
1.7
1.5
4.3
0.8
4.5
4.0
4.0
3.9
2.0
1.6
1.6
1.4

This recipient has entered into a repayment plan with OVW. The total represents multiple
refunds for approximately $675 each made between 2012 and 2017.

a

b This recipient has also entered into a repayment agreement with OVW. The first refund, applied
on October 5, 2012, was in the amount of $24,013. The remaining refunds have been applied
since May 2014 and October 2016, and are in amounts ranging from $1,000 to $100.

Source: OVW

In all cases, the refunds were made after the award end date; these refunds
were applied as far back as September 2011. We recommend that OVW develop
and implement policies and procedures to ensure that any refunds submitted by the
recipient after the award period has ended are deobligated and put to better use, as
appropriate, within a timely manner.
Other Issues Contributing to Closeout Delays
We further analyzed the universe of awards that remain open to determine,
broadly, the reasons that closeouts were not occurring in a timely manner. We first
evaluated awards that expired prior to the OIG’s scope start-date of October 1, 2008,
but were still open as of September 30, 2016. We identified a total of 24 awards
that fell into this category; in all cases, the awards had been expired for at least 8
years.13 This includes 11 awards with a remaining balance totaling $676,494. We
reviewed monitoring activity for each of the recipients with funds remaining, and
identified nothing active.

OVW did not start processing closeouts until 2010; prior to that, OVW closeouts were
processed by OJP.
13
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We worked with OVW to understand the issues that caused the delays in
closeout for these awards. OVW officials stated that, over the course of our audit
they realized that a number of OVW awards are miscoded in GMS, and that these
miscodings prevented the awards from appearing on OVW’s closeout reports.
During our audit, OVW began reviewing the status of each award, moving forward
with closeout or working with OJP if closeouts cannot be completed due to system
issues, and considering making referrals for collection to the U.S. Treasury.
We previously recommended that OVW remedy the $1,316,907 in funds that
remain obligated against recipients who are no longer operational, and close the
awards. We also recommend that OVW remedy and put to better use the
remaining $579,248 in funding that remains obligated against awards that have
been expired for over 8 years.14 Finally, based on the broad range of issues
identified above, and because the awards have been expired in excess of 180 days,
we question the remaining $12,682,709 as funds that should be put to better use.
We recommended that OVW review and put to better use, as appropriate, the
remaining $12,682,709 in funds obligated against awards that had expired, but had
not been closed. In response to our draft report, OVW provided evidence
demonstrating that it had remedied $4,139,124 of that total. The actions
necessary to remedy the balance are discussed in Appendix 7 of this final report.
Recipient Data Verification
As part of a closeout package, award recipients are generally required to
submit two final reports: a final FFR, which details all expenditures incurred under
the award, and the final progress report, which provides detail on the
accomplishments made towards the award’s programmatic goals. These reports
are used by the awarding agencies to measure overall award spending, and to
determine the achievements made in relation to the award’s goals and objectives.
Data in the final reports is also used to report on the efficacy of agency programs to
Congress and the general public.
Prior OIG Work
As part of our broad range of work, the OIG conducts audits of the OJP,
COPS Office, and OVW award recipients. OIG audits identify unallowable and
unsupported recipient spending, as well as measure the accuracy of data as
reported to the awarding agencies on the recipient’s FFR and progress reports. In
order to determine overall rates of questioned costs, as well as the rates of error
identified in recipient FFR and progress reports, we reviewed all OIG audits of the
OJP, COPS Office, and OVW recipients issued between January 2013 and March 2017.
Of the 158 reports in our review, 135 (85 percent) contained findings related to
unallowable or unsupported questioned costs, as shown in Table 12.

This amount differs from the total of $676,494 in funding on awards that have been
expired for over 10 years due to overlap with funding still obligated to recipients who are no longer
operational.
14
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Table 12
Prior DOJ OIG Reports with
Questioned Costs

AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

PRIOR OIG
REPORTS JAN
2013 – MAR
2017
95
17
46
158

REPORTS WITH
QUESTIONED
COSTS
IDENTIFIED
89
8
38
135

PERCENTAGE OF
PRIOR REPORTS
WITH QUESTIONED
COSTS
94%
47%
83%
85%

NET QUESTIONED
COSTS
$91,554,993
$8,131,608
$15,507,602
$115,194,203

Source: OIG Public Website

We also reviewed all reports to determine the rate at which FFR inaccuracies
were identified, as shown in Table 13.
Table 13
Summary of OIG Audits with Findings
Related to FFR Inaccuracy
AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

OIG
REPORTS JAN
2013 – MAR
2017

95
17
46
158

OIG REPORTS
WITH FFR
INACCURACIES
37
6
28
71

PERCENTAGE OF
FFR INACCURACIES
TO TOTAL
39%
35%
61%
45%

Source: OIG Public Website

As shown in Table 13, we found that 39 percent of OJP awards, 35 percent of
COPS Office awards, and 61 percent of OVW awards contained findings related to
FFR inaccuracies. FFR findings can indicate a broad range of error, such as
expenditures reported to the awarding agency that were not recorded during the
correct time period, or expenditures reported that are not supported by the
recipient’s accounting records.
Finally, we determined that 61 out of the 158 reports reviewed (39 percent)
contained findings related to progress report inaccuracies.
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Table 14
Summary of OIG Audits with Findings
Related to Progress Report Inaccuracy

AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

PRIOR OIG
REPORTS JAN
2013 – MAR
2017

95
17
46
158

REPORTS WITH
PROGRESS
REPORT
INACCURACIES
35
2
24
61

PERCENTAGE OF
PROGRESS REPORT
INACCURACIES
TO TOTAL
37%
12%
52%
39%

Source: OIG Public Website

The findings related to progress report inaccuracies summarized in Table 14
can also indicate a broad range of error, such as data that was over or under
supported by actual source documentation, data that was inaccurately reported
under a particular award program, or data for which no source documentation was
available.
Additionally, the OIG has conducted work assessing the reliability of data
reported to the awarding agency at the agency level. Specifically, the Audit of the
National Institute of Justice’s (NIJ) Oversight of the Solving Cold Cases with DNA
Program, conducted a detailed review of six sites reporting data to OJP, and found
that progress reports submitted by each of the six sites were inaccurate.15 The OIG
found that recipients double counted some cases, or included cases that should not
have been counted as reviewed under the Cold Case program. While NIJ had
conducted monitoring of the recipients through an enhanced performance desk
review, as well as conducted its standard review and approval of the recipient
progress reports, the errors identified by the OIG were not identified by OJP.
Ultimately, the OIG recommended that NIJ enhance its monitoring efforts to include
verification of the accuracy of performance reporting by requiring Cold Case award
recipients submit supporting documentation for performance metrics along with
progress reports. OJP agreed with this recommendation.
In addition to evaluating the findings from previous OIG audits, we also
selected a random sample of 118 final FFRs and 57 final progress reports submitted
by recipients. We conducted this testing to broadly assess the data reported by
recipients, and to determine if that data is reliable, accurate, supported, and
allowable under the terms and conditions of the award. We did not conduct full
audits of these recipients; rather, we requested recipient accounting records and
compared total costs as listed on the final FFR to those recorded in the accounting
records, and conducted a limited review of expenses in the accounting records to
identify any potentially unallowable spending, or spending that, in our judgment,
occurred outside the objectives of the award. From the 57 final progress reports,
we selected a judgmental sample of performance measures from each of the
recipient's progress reports. We requested from each recipient supporting
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the National Institute of
Justice’s Oversight of the Solving Cold Cases with DNA Program, Audit Report 14-30, July 2014.
15
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documentation for these measures, and reviewed that documentation to determine
the accuracy of the data reported to the agency.
As detailed in the sections below, we identified improper expenditures in
29 percent of the final FFRs in our review, which included $762,183 in unallowable
or unsupported spending. We also found that 32 percent of progress reports
reviewed contained data that was inaccurate or not supported by recipient source
documentation. In all cases, these final reports had been reviewed and approved
by the awarding agencies. Our analysis of the agency review process, as well as
our detailed results and recommendations, are presented below.
Agency Review of Final Reports
During closeout, the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW financial staff review each
recipient’s final FFR in order to verify recipient spending, make any necessary
upward or downward adjustments to award spending, and close the award. To
determine the measures in place to verify the data reported by recipients, we
interviewed staff at each awarding agency. Those officials stated that a financial
reconciliation is conducted as part of the final review, and that the reconciliation
generally consists of a comparison of the total expenditures as listed on the final
FFR to the final PHR. Each PHR contains a list of all recipient drawdowns
(reimbursements for expenditures) during the award period, and includes the date
and amount for each transaction, as well as the total amount drawn and the total
balance remaining. If the awarding agency determines that the final FFR shows
expenditures exceeding those drawn down, the agency may contact the recipient to
determine if a final expense payment is warranted. Conversely, if the agency
determines that the final FFR shows drawdowns exceeding reported expenditures,
the agency will contact the recipient for a refund. Generally, no actual review of
supporting documentation such as a recipient’s accounting records is conducted,
nor is such a review required.
Similarly, we interviewed agency officials to determine what measures are in
place to verify the data reported on the final progress reports. Agency officials
stated that agency staff reviews final progress reports for apparent anomalies, or
data that appears to be inconsistent with the goals and objectives of the award.16
If such anomalies are identified, the agency staff will contact the recipient to obtain
additional information in attempt to reconcile and correct the data. Generally,
however, agency staff do not review source documentation to validate the data
reported, and such a review is not required.
We provide the detailed results of our analysis, as well as a comprehensive
discussion of review practices at each agency, followed by a summarization of our
results and corresponding recommendations, in the sections below.

For example, numbers that appear to be transposed, or reported accomplishments for
which no staff were funded.
16
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Federal Financial Report Accuracy
In the 90 days following expiration of the award period, each recipient is
required to submit a final FFR which demonstrates the actual funds spent, and any
unliquidated obligations incurred, both for the reporting period and cumulatively,
for each award. The following criteria is established in the DOJ Grants Financial
Guide:


Any costs that are incurred either before the start of the project period or
after the expiration of the project period are not allowable, unless written
approval covering pre-agreement costs or a no-cost extension is granted by
the awarding agency.



Award recipients may move dollars between approved budget categories up
to 10 percent of the total award amount (the 10 percent rule). The recipient
must initiate a Grant Adjustment Notice (GAN) or other budget modification if
the proposed cumulative change is greater than 10 percent of the total award
amount.



Transferring funds into or out of the indirect cost category is not allowable
without prior approval from the awarding agency. A budget modification or
GAN is required.



Rental costs may not be charged to the award if the recipient owns the
building or has a financial interest in the property.

We reviewed 118 final FFRs to: (1) evaluate recipient compliance with the
applicable criteria, and (2) determine if award expenditures were reasonable and
allowable under the terms and conditions of the award. Of the 118 sampled FFRs,
we identified 34 occurrences (29 percent) in which expenditures reported on the
FFRs violated applicable criteria; the associated questioned costs are summarized in
Table 15.
Table 15
FFR and Accounting Record Analysis Summary

AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

NUMBER OF
RECIPIENTS
REVIEWED
39
40
39
118

NUMBER OF
RECIPIENTS WITH
UNALLOWABLE
EXPENDITURES
9
6
19
34

PERCENTAGE OF
RECIPIENTS WITH
UNALLOWABLE
EXPENDITURES
23%
15%
49%
29%

TOTAL
QUESTIONED
COSTS
$279,315
$361,974
$120,894
$762,183

Source: OJP, COPS Office, OVW; 118 award recipients

The $762,183 identified as unallowable or unreasonable includes spending
outside the project period, drawdowns that exceeded recorded expenditures,
violations of categorical budget spending, and items not included in the recipient’s
approved budget. The results of our analysis as they pertain to each agency are
presented in the following sections.
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The Office of Justice Programs
Our review of 39 recipient final FFRs identified 9 recipients (23 percent) with
$279,315 in total unallowable costs, as shown below.17


Three recipients charged a total of $43,929 in expenditures incurred after the
award’s project end-date;



Four recipients charged indirect cost expenditures exceeding the approved
amount by a total of $30,592;



Three recipients exceeded the 10 percent rule by a total of $140,690;



Three recipients charged the award for expenditures totaling $64,104 that
were not included in the approved budget, including $39,557 of expenses in
a category not approved by OJP.18

As part of the review summarized above, we identified one recipient who
expended $4,044 in award funds to pay for the airfare of family members. The
recipient stated that it was their policy to “initially pay for family to fly with the
employee, and then the employee would pay back the [recipient].” After the
recipient submitted its final FFR, it did reclassify a portion of the flights to its
general fund, as the recipient realized the expenses were not allowable under the
terms and conditions of the award. However, the funds were already drawn down
and no refund was provided to OJP. As a result, we question the $4,044 as
unallowable. The same recipient was also approved to purchase a laptop computer,
which should have been used to contribute to the accomplishment of award goals
and objectives. The recipient did not purchase the laptop, but did spend
$13,546 on unbudgeted office equipment including $7,796 on fire proof file cabinets
and $928 on leather mesh chairs. While the items were purchased for general
office use, the costs were not shared between programs, as required by agency
requirements. Finally, we identified another recipient who charged the award
$3,000 to rent campground space at a facility it owns; as noted above, rental costs
may not be paid if the recipient owns or has a financial interest in the property.
We also identified examples of what constitute, in our judgment,
expenditures that may warrant additional review at the agency level. For example,
we identified one recipient whose approved budget included approximately
$26,000 in funding for eight youths and two chaperones for two separate trips to
increase cultural capacity and build relationships. After reviewing the accounting
records and contacting the recipient for more information, we determined that
roughly 6 months prior to the project end date, the recipient contacted OJP and
requested to transfer the money allotted for both trips to fund a 5-day cultural
exchange in Kona, Hawaii. The goal of the trip, as stated by the service provider,
was to promote social tolerance and environmental responsibility through the
perpetuation of the cultural traditions and practices associated with the traditional
In response to our draft report, OJP provided evidence demonstrating that $1,511 of this
total had been remedied. The actions required to remedy the remaining balance are included in
Appendix 7 of this final report.
17

18

For some recipients, we identified questioned costs in more than one area.
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Hawaiian Canoe. While the recipient did not provide details on the number of
youths benefitting from the trip, OJP approved the transfer. We conducted
additional research and found that, while the funding initially approved in the
budget should have assisted 16 youths on two separate trips, the trip to Hawaii
assisted only six girls and five adult chaperones. The total funds spent on the
5-day trip exceeded $19,000. While we recognize OJP’s important work in
providing cultural assistance and opportunity to youths around the nation, we
believe this particular trip represents the appearance of wasteful use of federal
funds considering the number of youths who benefited from the assistance.
As previously noted, we did not conduct full audits of the recipients in our
sample, and we acknowledge that additional questioned costs may be identified
should a full audit be conducted. Rather, we conducted a limited review of recipient
accounting records to identify occurrences of unallowable spending that should be
readily apparent to agency staff if the awarding agencies required recipients to
submit accounting records in conjunction with the final FFR. In our judgment, a
similar review should be conducted by OJP. Specifically, the review should be
conducted in order to: (1) verify actual total project spending, (2) identify
potentially unallowable spending that is in clear violation of OJP’s approved
budgets, and (3) preemptively stop spending that may otherwise occur weeks or
months after the project period has ended.
We provided OJP officials with our preliminary results and requested
comment. In regards to the first two items, OJP officials stated that recipients sign
each FFR, certifying that it is true, complete, and accurate. By signing the FFR, the
recipient is acknowledging to OJP that any false, fictitious, or fraudulent information
may subject them to criminal, civil, or administrative penalties. Additionally, OJP
officials stated that OCFO closeout analysts perform a reconciliation of budget to
indirect costs reported, specifically to identify unallowable spending. OJP also
performs a compliance check for any program matching requirements. Once OJP
has reviewed all items, the closeout analyst performs a reconciliation between
expenditures reported and actual disbursements to the recipient, followed by
deobligating any remaining balances and closing the award file.
With regards to item three, OJP officials stated that GMS creates an
automatic hold on 100 percent of the remaining award balance when a recipient
fails to timely submit progress and financial reports. Additionally, once a closeout
is generated in GMS – either by the recipient or by GMS automatically on the
91st day – recipients are prevented from drawing funds.
OJP officials further stated that it has implemented a strong framework of
oversight and internal controls to mitigate the risk of misuse or loss of funds. Each
fiscal year, OJP conducts a comprehensive risk assessment of every active award.
OJP’s Grant Assessment Tool (GAT) provides a structured methodology for OJP to
systematically and objectively assess risk associated with OJP’s awards and/or
award recipients. Program offices and the OCFO use this information to assist in
planning and prioritizing monitoring activities based on potential vulnerabilities.
The GAT utilizes a number of risk criteria to automatically assess information about
the financial, administrative, and programmatic performance of each award.
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Additionally, OJP officials stated that both risk-based and judgmental
selection factors are applied to its total active award population, and this
information is used to develop monitoring plans for each fiscal year. Financial
monitoring may include reconciling amounts reported on the quarterly FFRs to the
expenditures recorded in the recipient’s accounting systems; reviewing a sample of
award-related transactions to determine if expenditures are allowable, allocable,
reasonable, and necessary; monitoring programs for compliance, including
determining that progress reports and expenditures comport with stated program
objectives, budgets, and progress to date; and providing technical assistance to
address issues noted.
Finally, OJP noted that the OCFO completes a quarterly excess cash analysis
for recipient drawdowns that exceed expenditures reported on the FFR by
$50,000 or more. OCFO reviews the recipient drawdowns and compares them to
their total outlays for the quarter. If the recipient is in excess cash status and is
not responsive in resolving the excess cash, the recipient is referred to the OCFO’s
Grants Financial Management Division for a desk review or site visit.
The OIG does not dispute that OJP has policies and procedures in place to
regulate the closeout process, and to refer at-risk recipients for additional
monitoring. However, these policies and procedures were in place at the time of
our identification of numerous unallowable costs. Additionally, any financial review
utilizing a recipient’s final FFR relies upon an acceptance that the data reported in
the final FFR is accurate. Again, as our work demonstrates, unallowable spending
exists even when recipients have certified that all reported expenses are true,
complete, and accurate. Additionally, a review of the final FFR, budget, and PHR
would not demonstrate to OJP that unallowable spending had occurred.
Identification of such spending is, in many cases, determined only through a review
of actual recipient expenditures. Finally, while the automatic freezing of funds in
GMS is an invaluable tool for disallowing potentially unallowable spending, it does
not prevent the recipient from drawing funds for expenses incurred during the
liquidation period, and it does not prevent a recipient from making a final drawdown
to fund expenses for weeks or months into the future.
OJP officials stated that implementing a requirement that recipients submit
their accounting records in conjunction with their final FFR would be extremely
labor intensive and cost prohibitive to implement, adding that it would significantly
delay the completion of, and create a significant backlog in the volume of closeouts.
While an evaluation of accounting records to recipient FFRs for every award may be
ideal, we agree that such a review would present a challenge, and could create a
significant backlog in the closeout process as a whole. However, while the OIG
recognizes the importance of timely award closeout, a goal for timely completion of
closeouts should not override the duty to ensure that award funds are being utilized
effectively, and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the awards. As our
work shows, the review process in place at the time of our audit must be
strengthened in order to provide assurance to taxpayers that funds awarded by DOJ
are utilized with the utmost integrity.
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Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
Our review of 40 COPS Office award recipient FFRs and accounting records
identified 6 recipients (15 percent) with $361,974 in total unallowable costs, as
shown below.19


Three recipients who exceeded the 10 percent rule by a total of $310,467;



Three recipients whose drawdowns exceeded expenditures by a total of
$46,054; and



One recipient whose indirect cost charges exceeded the approved amount by
$5,453;

We provided our preliminary results to the COPS Office and requested
comment. COPS Office officials explained that COPS Office staff accountants
perform a financial review and reconciliation of the final FFR and the PHR. The
purpose of this review is to:


Verify the approved federal share amount based on the completed project
and account for local match share amounts;



Determine and de-obligate remaining amounts under the award no later than
180 days following the award end date;



Determine and make payments available for unliquidated balances owed to
the recipient no later than 90 days following the award end date; and



Deobligate any remaining balance if recipient has been advised and fails to
request eligible funds within 90 days after award end date.

COPS Office officials also stated that, if discrepancies are identified when
reviewing the final FFR, the staff accountant will request source documentation.
Based on the closeout financial review, if it is determined that a recipient: (1) has
an excess cash issue, (2) failed to meet the required local match, (3) failed to draw
down allowable costs, and/or (4) has other financial issues related to the award,
the staff accountant will work to resolve the issues using previously established
protocol. The staff accountant will establish contact with the recipient, send COPS
Office-approved letters addressing the financial issue and request a response.
COPS Office officials also stated that recipients are routinely monitored through
desk audits, site visits, financial reviews, and Single Audits.
Based on the processes in place at the time of our audit, COPS Office officials
do not believe that additional measures requiring all recipients to submit their
general ledgers as part of the closeout process is necessary. Those officials stated
that they do not believe this would be a prudent use of both COPS Office and
recipient limited resources. Additionally, COPS Office officials stated that they do

In response to our draft report, the COPS Office provided evidence demonstrating that
$565 of this total had been recovered from the recipient, and deobligated. Therefore,
recommendation 27 of this final report is closed.
19
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not believe that this requirement would result in a significant increase in the
identification of improper payments.
The OIG does not dispute that the COPS Office has policies and procedures in
place to regulate the financial closeout process. However, these policies and
procedures were in place at the time of our identification of numerous unallowable
costs. Additionally, a financial review that relies upon the final FFR assumes the
accuracy of that FFR, and an FFR that reconciles to the PHR does not necessarily
mean that the recipient did not engage in unallowable spending. Again, as our
work demonstrates, unallowable spending exists even when recipients have
certified that all reported expenses are true, complete, and accurate.
Office on Violence Against Women
Our review of 39 OVW recipient FFRs and accounting records identified
19 recipients (49 percent) with $120,894 in total unallowable costs, as shown
below.


Four recipients who charged a total of $18,055 for expenditures that were
incurred before or after the award period, including one recipient who, upon
submission of their accounting records to the OIG, stated that it realized that
the total reported expenditures and corresponding request for
reimbursement were inaccurate. This includes the utilization of $11,340 in
award funds to pay salary and fringe expenses for 9 months after the award
period ended. Neither discrepancy had been reported to OVW.



Seven recipients whose indirect cost charges exceeded the amount approved
by OVW by a total of $45,000, including one recipient who charged indirect
costs to the award without having approval for any indirect costs.



Four recipients who exceeded the 10 percent rule by a total of $31,703;



Seven recipients who charged the award for expenditures totaling
$20,776 not included in the approved budget. This includes $4,579 of airline
expenses for the children of the recipient.20



Two recipients who drew down $5,361 more than what was actually
expended.

We provided our preliminary results to OVW, and interviewed staff to
determine the process in place to verify the accuracy of data reported on the
recipient’s final FFR. OVW officials stated that the agency staff ensures that the
FFR has been submitted and is complete, and checks to see if funding will be
returned to OVW or if funding is owed to the recipient. Should anomalies be
identified, OVW will reach out to the recipient to address any concerns. As
previously noted, reviews of source documentation are not generally conducted, nor
are they required.

During our audit, the OIG conducted a separate audit of this recipient and ultimately
identified a total of $13,069 in funds used to pay for the airfare of dependents. We questioned only
the amount that was readily identifiable during this audit of DOJ’s grant award closeout process.
20
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Summary of Results Related to FFR Accuracy
The OIG does not dispute that the awarding agencies have policies and
procedures in place to regulate the financial closeout process. However, those
policies and procedures were in place at the time of our review, indicating that
improvements in the financial closeout process are warranted.
In our judgment, the awarding agencies should enhance the existing grant
risk assessment process to monitor awards that are either closed or in the closeout
process to include a review of the final ledger of grant accounting activity and
transactions for a portion of awards closed each year. The awarding agencies
should employ a risk-based methodology for reviewing these ledgers, giving
consideration to: (1) prior audits, site visits, or other reviews; (2) OJP’s GAT;
(3) DOJ’s high-risk designation; and (4) any other anomalies, inconsistencies, or
risk factors identified during the active award period. Due to the rates of
unallowable expenses identified during our audit, as well as the unallowable and
unsupported questioned costs regularly identified during the OIG’s external audit
work, we recommend that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW develop and implement
policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the existing monitoring and risk
assessment process by conducting a review of final grant ledger accounting activity
for a portion of awards that are either closed or in the closeout process, and
(2) include a special condition in all award packages notifying recipients that grant
accounting ledgers are subject to agency review. Additionally, we recommend that
the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW review and remedy, as appropriate, the
unallowable costs identified in Table 15 and broken down by recipient in the
Conclusion and Recommendations section of this report.
Finally, in our judgment, a recipient engaging in unallowable spending using
funds from one agency presents an increased risk of engaging in similar
unallowable spending with other DOJ funds. For that reason, we reviewed our
universe of recipients with unallowable costs to determine if those recipients had
received additional funding from the other awarding agencies. We found:


Six OJP recipients received 48 awards totaling approximately $58.9 million
from OVW, and 4 recipients received 11 awards totaling approximately
$4.3 million from the COPS Office.21



Three COPS Office award recipients received 32 OJP awards totaling
approximately $13.9 million.



Ten OVW recipients received 94 awards totaling $44.9 million from OJP, and
4 recipients received 13 awards totaling $2.7 million from the COPS Office.

Currently, the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW maintain and share the DOJ high
risk list, which identifies high-risk recipients based on past performance, risk
factors, and other criteria. This process is in place to facilitate appropriate
stewardship of federal funds and to enhance programmatic results. While we
acknowledge that unallowable spending may not merit an inclusion on the high risk
21

This review included all awards that ended between October 1, 2008 and September 30,

2016.
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list, we believe that a similar list should be in place to share the identities of
recipients who are found to have engaged in significant unallowable spending. We
recommend that each awarding agency develop and implement policies and
procedures to ensure that recipients with significant issues identified during the
closeout process be shared between the three awarding agencies.
Progress Report Accuracy
Awards are made with specific goals and objectives in place to advance DOJ’s
mission of fighting crime, ensuring public safety, and providing assistance to
victims. To measure progress towards completing these goals, recipients collect
data throughout the award period; this data may include services provided to
victims of domestic violence or sexual assault, services provided to enhance
community justice programs, or the numbers of law enforcement officials hired
under a particular award. On an annual or semi-annual basis, depending on award
type, recipients compile and report this data to the awarding agency in order to
demonstrate progress made toward completion of award objectives. At the end of
the award, a final progress report must be submitted within 90 days.
As recipient progress reports provide an overview of actual accomplishments
made under each award, the reports are of immense value to the awarding
agencies. The agencies use these reports to: (1) ensure that the recipient is on
track to complete the goals and objectives of the award, and (2) provide data to
Congress and the general public detailing, broadly, the benefits of each agency’s
award programs. Considering the broad use of the data collected and reported by
recipients, it is imperative that the data be reliable and accurate.
To measure the accuracy of the data provided to the awarding agencies, we
selected a random sample of 57 final progress reports submitted during the
closeout process. From those 57 reports, we selected a judgmental sample of
151 performance measures for individual review; we then reached out to the
57 recipients and requested source documentation to support the data provided to
the awarding agencies. As shown in Table 16, we found that data reported to OJP
and OVW was not consistently accurate. Specifically, 31 percent of the metrics
tested for OJP recipients and 46 percent of the metrics tested for OVW recipients
were not supported by the source documentation provided.
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Table 16
Final Progress Report Analysis Summary

AWARDING
AGENCY
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Total:

NUMBER OF
RECIPIENTS
REVIEWED
19
20
18
57

NUMBER OF
MEASUREMENTS
SELECTED FOR
REVIEW22
49
30
72
151

NUMBER OF
INACCURATE
METRICS
15
0
33
48

PERCENTAGE OF
INACCURATE
MEASUREMENTS
31%
0%
46%
32%

Source: OJP, the COPS Office, OVW

The following sections of this report discuss our detailed results as applicable
to OJP and OVW. We do not address the COPS Office in this section of the report,
as we identified no inaccuracies in any of the 30 metrics tested.
Office of Justice Programs
As shown in Table 16, we reviewed data related to 49 performance measures
as reported by 19 OJP recipients. Our work identified discrepancies in 15 out of the
49 performance measures reviewed, or 31 percent of the metrics sampled. The
instances of inaccuracy included:


Five instances in which metrics reported by recipients were overstated;



Seven instances in which the metrics reported were understated; and



Three instances in which the recipient stated upon submission of their
supporting documentation that they knew the data as reported to OJP was
incorrect.

We provided our preliminary results to OJP and requested comment.
Specifically, we asked that OJP provide detail on the steps taken to ensure the
accuracy of data as reported by award recipients OJP officials stated that the Grant
Management Manual requires that agency staff review progress reports to
determine the next action for the report. The agency staff member is responsible
for reviewing and approving or requesting a change to the report within 30 days of
the report submission date in GMS. Specifically, agency staff should review reports
for the following:


Performance measures and associated data.



Status of each goal scheduled to be achieved or completed during that six
month period.



Any implementation problems or issues and corrective action planned.

22 The number of metrics selected for review varies by agency due to differing reporting
requirements. For example, an OVW progress report may contain over 60 measurable metrics, while
a COPS Office hiring award may contain only one measurable metric (i.e., the officer hired under the
award). Our sample was selected in order to evaluate the data that, in our judgment, was most
meaningful in relation to the terms and conditions of the award.
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Any training or technical assistance needed.



Check to ensure that activities reported are in line with the last submitted
quarterly financial report.



Documentation that describes the recipient data verification process.

If, during their review, the agency staff member has questions or concerns
from the review of the report, he or she can “change request” the progress report
back to the recipient. The recipient can then make any necessary adjustments, and
resubmit the report. If the progress report is not acceptable, the grant manager
continues to change request the progress report and work with the recipient to
submit an acceptable progress report. Once the progress report is acceptable, the
agency staff member must approve the report.
In addition, OJP agency staff conducts an annual programmatic desk review
of all active awards. The desk review requires the agency staff answer the
following questions:


Is the rate of recipient’s drawdown of funds proportionate to the level of
program activity?



Is recipient in compliance with progress reporting requirements?



Were the two most recent required progress reports submitted and received
within the required timeframe?



Is the recipient current with reporting performance measurement data, either
in GMS or other performance measurement tools?



Has the recipient submitted complete performance data?

OJP’s desk review is not an in-depth review of programmatic performance,
nor is it intended to be. However, OJP officials stated that recipients are selected
for in-depth monitoring through a risk assessment process. This monitoring is
generally conducted through a site visit by OJP programmatic staff, and does
include the review and collection of source data detailing the services or activities
described in the progress reports.
Finally, different Bureaus or Program Offices within OJP have designed
additional requirements for progress report review. For example, NIJ requires that
its discretionary progress reports be reviewed by the agency staff member, and
also by an assigned scientist to ensure scientific soundness. Additionally, OJP
officials stated that OVC performance data is verified and validated through a
multistep process before analysis takes place. This includes reviews of the data by
analysts, recipient helpdesk staff, and other agency staff.
Office on Violence Against Women
As shown in Table 16, we reviewed data related to 72 performance measures
as reported by 18 OVW recipients. Our work identified discrepancies in 33 out of
the 72 performance measures reviewed, or 46 percent of the metrics sampled. The
instances of inaccuracy included:
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Twelve instances in which recipient data was overstated;



Four instances in which the metrics reported were understated;



Fifteen instances in which recipient data was inadequately supported, leaving
the OIG unable to make a reasonable assessment as to the accuracy of the
data, and;



One recipient who stated, upon submission of their data, that they knew the
data as reported to OVW to be inaccurate.

Again, we provided our preliminary results to OVW and requested comment.
OVW officials explained that recipient data is analyzed through an intensive review
process, including multiple verifications of accuracy. Once received, recipient data
is reviewed by an OVW Program Specialist to ensure that the recipient is “doing
what it was funded to do,” accomplishing project goals, and not engaging in
unallowable activities or activities that compromise victim safety. Program
Specialists are also supplied with a spreadsheet of each recipient’s reported
expenditures for the two quarters corresponding to the progress report period, so
they can check for glaring discrepancies between reported expenditures and
activities. If the report appears satisfactory, the Program Specialist approves it; if
anomalies appear to exist, OVW staff will conduct additional outreach to the award
recipient. Finally, OVW contracts with the Muskie School of Public Service at the
University of Southern Maine (Muskie). OVW officials stated that Muskie conducts
detailed analytical reviews to ensure that reports are complete and correct, and
performs additional outreach to recipients if anomalies are identified.
Summary of Results Related to Progress Report Accuracy
The OIG does not dispute that the awarding agencies have multi-layered
processes in place to perform verification of the programmatic data reported by
award recipients. However, these processes were in place at the time of our audit,
and were not sufficient to prevent inaccurate programmatic reporting by the
recipients reviewed.
In our judgment, programmatic concerns are best identified during the active
award period, in order to ensure that recipients are on track to meet the goals and
objectives of the award. Additionally, we believe that requiring review of recipient
source documentation during the closeout process would likely lead to a sizeable
increase in the backlog of awards that have expired, but have not been closed.
Finally, requiring review of recipient source documentation for programmatic
accomplishments may present a significant burden for agency officials.
Nonetheless, we believe that improvements must be made in order to
improve the integrity of the data maintained and submitted by award recipients.
Such improvements may include increased training or access to technical
assistance, and increased review of recipient source documentation during the
active award period for recipients identified as medium or high risk. We recommend
that OJP and OVW review existing policies and procedures to identify improvements
in ensuring the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award recipients.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The OIG found that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW have made significant
improvements to the award closeout process since the issuance of our
2006 Closeout Report. Most significantly, in our 2006 report we identified over
$550 million in award recipient drawdowns that were made after expiration of the
award liquidation deadline. In this audit, we found that the awarding agencies had
effectively implemented controls that prevent such drawdowns from occurring.
Additionally, in this audit we determined that 13 percent of OJP awards, 19 percent
of COPS Office awards, and 42 percent of OVW awards were closed after allowable
180 day timeframe, a marked improvement from our 2006 results, which found
82 percent, 99 percent, and 87 percent were closed late, respectively. Finally, in
2006 we identified a backlog of 12,505 awards (20 percent of the universe audited)
that were expired, but had not been closed. For this report, we identified
782 awards (2 percent of the universe audited) that were expired, but remained
open at the time of our analysis.
However, in this audit we identified multiple deficiencies in DOJ’s award
closeout processes and practices that require improvement. Specifically, we
identified $28,810,221 in funding that remains obligated against awards that were
eligible for closeout at the time of our audit, and in some cases had ended as far
back as 2005, including $1,465,592 in OJP and OVW funding still obligated to
organizations that have not been operational for as many as 10 years. Additionally,
our sample testing identified approximately $4 million in unused OJP, COPS Office,
and OVW funding that remains obligated against awards that expired as many as
6 years ago, and over $1 million in refunds submitted by recipients as many as
5 years ago that has not been deobligated and put to better use. We determined
that a broad range of circumstances can lead to delayed closeouts, including, but
not limited to, late recipient submissions of final reports, recipient reports for which
the awarding agency requests updated or additional information, the resolution of
financial discrepancies between a recipient’s final FFR and PHRs, or a delay in
recipients submitting final products or deliverables funded by the award.
Additionally, for awards that had been expired for extended periods of time, we
found that technical issues or ongoing monitoring activity by the awarding agencies
were often significant factors. Over the course of our audit, we communicated with
agency officials, and those officials have already begun conducting detailed reviews
of expired awards that remain open and taking corrective actions, as appropriate.
Finally, we found that the system in place at the time of our audit to verify
the accuracy and allowability of recipient spending is not always effective. As part
of our work, we conducted a limited review of recipient accounting records that
identified $762,183 in unallowable questioned costs. Conducting full audits of these
recipients was not necessary in order to identify the unallowable spending. Rather,
issues such as (1) spending before or after the project period, (2) expenditures not
approved by the awarding agencies, (3) spending in excess of approved budget
categories, and (4) drawdowns that were not supported by the recipient’s
accounting records were readily identifiable.
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DOJ awards billions of dollars in funding each year, and the OIG recognizes
that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW cannot perform detailed monitoring or reviews
of all recipients. However, enhancing the existing closeout review process would
strengthen effective award administration in several areas. First, as previously
discussed, a limited review of this data will uncover certain areas of readilyidentifiable unallowable spending. The results of these reviews could also enhance
existing monitoring processes by strategically informing the selection process for
future award monitoring. Finally, implementing processes to review recipient
accounting records during closeout enhances DOJ’s controls and should help deter
award recipients from engaging in unallowable spending given that their accounting
entries will be available to DOJ officials at the end of an award.
We believe that making the following enhancements to the award closeout
process is reasonable and necessary in consideration of the critical responsibility
that DOJ awarding agencies have to ensure effective fiscal stewardship of billions of
dollars awarded each year.
We recommend that OJP:
1.

Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this audit, or
in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any such policies
consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award, (2) ensure that awards
that remain open for 455 days or more be subject to additional layers of
agency review, and (3) enhance collaboration and communication between
the OIG and the awarding agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semiannual basis, a list of awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other
monitoring activity.

2.

Develop and implement a process to review awards that are expired, but not
closed, on an annual basis, and take appropriate action for: (1) any funding
that is obligated against recipients that are no longer operational; (2) awards
that remain open due to stale monitoring activity; and (3) awards that were
approved for non-compliant closeout or are affected by other extenuating
circumstances that are delaying award closeout.

3.

Remedy and put to better use the $148,685 in funds obligated against Award
Number 2006-IP-BX-K001, as the organization has been legally dissolved
since January 2011.

4.

Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that funding
reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and put to better use
within a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless of ongoing monitoring
activity.

5.

Develop and implement policies to ensure that monies refunded by a
recipient are deobligated, as appropriate, in a timely manner after receipt.
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6.

Remedy and put to better use the $71,264 in funds that remain obligated
against awards that expired prior to the OIG’s scope start-date of October 1,
2008.

7.

Review its universe of awards that expired prior to October 1, 2008, for
which closeout has not yet occurred, address the individual issues resulting in
delayed final closeout, and close awards as appropriate.

8.

Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining $11,654,392 in
funds obligated against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.

9.

Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the existing
monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a review of final grant
ledger accounting activity for a portion of awards that are either closed or in
the closeout process, and (2) include a special condition in all award
packages notifying recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to
agency review.

10. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that recipients
with significant issues identified during the closeout process be shared
between the three awarding agencies.
11. Review existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in ensuring
the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award recipients.
12. Remedy $14,614 in unallowable indirect, personnel, and fringe-related
questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number 2010-TY-FX-0105.
13. Remedy $52,325 in unallowable contractual, equipment, and travel-related
questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number 2011-AC-BX-0017.
14. Remedy $32,906 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of the
award period associated with OJP Award Number 2010-DC-BX-0116.
15. Remedy $20,114 in unallowable indirect, incentive and entertainment-related
questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number 2010-TY-FX-0103.
16. Remedy $20,641 in unallowable fringe, personnel, and indirect-related
questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number 2011-JU-FX-0022.
17. Remedy $10,880 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of the
award period associated with OJP Award Number 2013-CD-BX-0031.
18. Remedy $3,462 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which exceeded the
amount approved by OJP associated with OJP Award Number
2010-TY-FX-0108.
19. Remedy $122,720 in unallowable personnel-related questioned costs which
exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OJP Award Number
2008-DN-BX-K184.
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20. Remedy $1,654 in unallowable questioned costs related to consultants and
costs incurred outside of the award period associated with OJP Award
Number 2013-DJ-BX-0313.
We recommend that the COPS Office:
21. Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this audit, or
in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any such policies
consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award, (2) ensure that awards
that remain open for 455 days or more be subject to additional layers of
agency review, and (3) enhance collaboration and communication between
the OIG and the awarding agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semiannual basis, a list of awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other
monitoring activity.
22. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that funding
reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and put to better use
within a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless of ongoing monitoring
activity.
23. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that any refunds
submitted by the recipient after the award period has ended are deobligated
and put to better use, as appropriate, within a timely manner after receipt.
24. Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining $2,357,016 in
funds obligated against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.
25. Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the existing
monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a review of final grant
ledger accounting activity for a portion of awards that are either closed or in
the closeout process, and (2) include a special condition in all award
packages notifying recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to
agency review.
26. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that recipients
with significant issues identified during the closeout process be shared
between the three awarding agencies.
27. Remedy $565 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the recipient
drawing down more funds than what was expended associated with COPS
Office Award Number 2009-HE-WX-0058.
28. Remedy $33,544 in unallowable personnel-related questioned costs
associated with COPS Office Award Number 2010-UM-WX-0245.
29. Remedy $33,015 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the recipient
drawing down more funds than what was expended associated with COPS
Office Award Number 2010-UM-WX-0331.
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30. Remedy $5,453 in unallowable indirect questioned costs associated with
COPS Office Award Number 2012-CK-WX-K026.
31. Remedy $265,504 in unallowable equipment-related questioned costs
associated with COPS Office Award Number 2011-CK-WX-0027.
32. Remedy $23,983 in unallowable costs associated with COPS Office Award
Number 2010-RK-WX-0004, including:
a. $12,474 in unallowable charges resulting from the recipient drawing
down more funds that what was expended.
b. $11,419 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule.
We recommend that OVW:
33. Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this audit, or
in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any such policies
consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award, (2) ensure that awards
that remain open for 455 days or more be subject to additional layers of
agency review, and (3) enhance collaboration and communication between
the OIG and the awarding agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semiannual basis, a list of awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other
monitoring activity.
34. Develop and implement a process to review awards that are expired, but not
closed, on an annual basis, and take appropriate action to: (1) identify any
funding that is obligated against recipients that are no longer operational,
(2) review awards that remain open due to stale monitoring activity, and
(3) ensure outstanding programmatic or financial issues that contribute to
the delays in closing awards are addressed in a timely manner.
35. Remedy and put to better use the $1,316,907 in funding that remains
obligated against Award Numbers 2004-SW-AX-0036, 2005-IW-AX-0009,
2005-IW-AX-0010, 2005-WL-AX-0073, 2005-WR-AX-0011,
2006-WL-AX-0023, 2007-TW-AX-0033, 2009-WH-AX-0010, and
2007-IW-AX-0005, as the recipients are no longer operational.
36. Develop and implement policies and procedures to review balances reported
as unobligated by the recipient during the liquidation period, or balances
amended by OVW to include unobligated funds, and to deobligate these
balances, as appropriate, within a timely manner.
37. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that any refunds
submitted by the recipient after the award period has ended are deobligated
and put to better use, as appropriate, within a timely manner.
38. Remedy the remaining $579,248 in funds to better use that remain obligated
against awards that have been expired over 8 years.
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39. Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining $12,682,709 in
funds obligated against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.
40. Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the existing
monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a review of final grant
ledger accounting activity for a portion of awards that are either closed or in
the closeout process, and (2) include a special condition in all award
packages notifying recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to
agency review.
41. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that recipients
with significant issues identified during the closeout process be shared
between the three awarding agencies.
42. Review existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in ensuring
the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award recipients.
43. Remedy $5,423 in unallowable personnel questioned costs which exceeded
the 10 percent rule associated with OVW Award Number 2012-WL-AX-0011.
44. Remedy $637 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which exceeded the
amount approved by OVW associated with OVW Award Number
2010-TA-AX-K012.
45. Remedy $655 in unallowable supplies questioned costs which were not in the
OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award Number
2012-WL-AX-0059.
46. Remedy $17,224 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the recipient
drawdowns that exceeded grant expenditures, and costs incurred outside of
the award period associated with OVW Award Number 2011-WE-AX-0017.
47. Remedy $685 in unallowable facility rent-related questioned costs not
approved in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award Number
2013-FL-AX-0018.
48. Remedy $4,579 in unallowable travel-related questioned costs associated
with OVW Award Number 2013-TA-AX-K016.
49. Remedy $7,603 in unallowable supplies, indirect, and other questioned costs
associated with OVW Award Number 2011-WH-AX-0017.
50. Remedy $2,647 in unallowable personnel questioned costs not approved in
the OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award Number
2008-WE-AX-0038.
51. Remedy $442 in unallowable personnel questioned costs which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with OVW Award Number 2014-DW-AX-0002.
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52. Remedy $4,844 in unallowable expenditures exceeding the 10 percent rule,
outside the approved project period, and drawdowns in excess of recorded
expenditures associated with OVW Award Number 2014-SW-AX-0023.
53. Remedy $11,285 in excess indirect costs and unallowable mileage expenses
associated with OVW Award Number 2010-TW-AX-0030.
54. Remedy the $5,231 in unallowable contract and indirect questioned costs
associated with OVW Award Number 2010-TW-AX-0043.
55. Remedy the $1,069 in unallowable classified ad and bank fee questioned
costs budget associated with OVW Award Number 2013-IW-AX-0002.
56. Remedy $22,895 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which exceeded
the approved amount OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award
Number 2012-TW-AX-0024.
57. Remedy $5,000 in unallowable consultant-related questioned costs incurred
outside of the project period associated with OVW Award Number
2012-W5-AX-K004.
58. Remedy $21,837 in unallowable personnel questioned costs charges which
exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OVW Award Number
2012-FW-AX-K002.
59. Remedy $146 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which exceeded the
approved amount in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award
Number 2011-WC-AX-K020.
60. Remedy $349 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of the project
period associated with OVW Award Number 2011-TW-AX-0006.
61. Remedy $8,344 in unallowable indirect questioned costs associated with OVW
Award Number 2011-TA-AX-K127.
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS
As required by Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as appropriate,
internal controls significant within the context of our audit objectives. A deficiency
in an internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent or detect in a timely manner: (1) impairments to the
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, (2) misstatements in financial or
performance information, or (3) violations of laws and regulations. Our evaluation
of the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW’s internal controls was not made for the purpose
of providing assurance on its internal control structure as a whole. The OJP, COPS
Office, and OVW management is responsible for the establishment and maintenance
of internal controls.
As noted in the Audit Results section of this report, we identified deficiencies
in the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW’s internal controls that are significant within the
context of the audit objectives and based upon the audit work performed we
believe adversely affect the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW’s ability to properly close
awards.
Because we are not expressing an opinion on the OJP, COPS Office, and
OVW’s internal control structure as a whole, this statement is intended solely for
the information and use of the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW. This restriction is not
intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE
WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as
appropriate given our audit scope and objectives, selected transactions, records,
procedures, and practices to obtain reasonable assurance that the OJP, COPS
Office, and OVW’s management complied with federal laws and regulations for
which noncompliance, in our judgment, could have a material effect on the results
of our audit. The OJP, COPS Office, and OVW’s management is responsible for
ensuring compliance with applicable federal laws and regulations. In planning our
audit, we identified the following laws and regulations that concerned the
operations of OJP, COPS Office, and OVW that were significant within the context of
the audit objectives:


Public Law 114-117, the Grants Oversight and New Efficiency Act



2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Administrative
Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards



28 CFR Part 66, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and
Cooperative Agreements to State and Local Governments

Our audit included examining, on a test basis, the OJP, COPS Office, and
OVW’s compliance with the aforementioned laws and regulations that could have a
material effect on the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW’s operations, through analyzing
data, assessing internal control procedures, and examining procedural practices by
interviewing auditee personnel. Nothing came to our attention that caused us to
believe that the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW were not in compliance with the
aforementioned laws and regulations.
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APPENDIX 1
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Audit Objectives
The objectives of our audit were to: (1) ensure that expired awards are
closed properly and in a timely manner, (2) ensure that award funds are
appropriately managed after award periods have ended, including deobligations and
subsequent drawdowns, and (3) determine whether appropriate controls were in
place to ensure that closeout data reported by recipients was accurate and
supported.
Scope and Methodology
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. In conducting our audit, we tested compliance with
what we consider to be the most important conditions of the closeout process.
Unless otherwise stated in this report, the criteria we used to evaluate compliance
are contained in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), the DOJ Grants Financial
Guide, OJP’s Grant Management Manual, COPS Office Closeout Policies and
Procedures, and OVW’s Grant Monitoring Manual.
Due to programmatic and financial concerns routinely identified through prior
OIG audit work, the oversight requirements included in the GONE Act, and the
significant issues identified in the 2006 Closeout Report, we determined a follow-up
audit was timely and appropriate.23 Our audit generally covered, but was not
limited to, October 1, 2008, through September 30, 2016. To assess the OJP,
COPS Office, and OVW’s closeout procedures, oversight, and management, we
conducted interviews with the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW officials, and performed
detailed analysis as described in the sections below.
Closeout Timeliness
To determine whether the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW closed expired awards
properly and in a timely manner, we obtained a list of all awards that ended from
FYs 2009 through 2016. We then reviewed internal policies and procedures for
each agency to determine the timelines that the agency utilized for the award
closeout process. We also compared agency policy to those included in
2 CFR § 200.343. We determined that the internal policies and procedures for each
agency are more stringent than the CFR requirements; additionally, neither the
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Department of
Justice’s Grant Closeout Process, Audit Report 07-05, December 2006.
23
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OJP, COPS Office nor OVW had adopted the policies as stated in the CFR at the time
of our audit. Therefore, we conducted our analysis in accordance with the policies
set internally by each agency.
We reviewed the data provided to determine if any awards were not closed
within the established timeframes. All closeouts exceeding the 180-day timeframes
established by the awarding agencies were identified as late, and are summarized
in Table 2 of this report.
To assess the reliability of the data analyzed in this report, we (1) reviewed
each agency’s data submission for errors related to completeness or accuracy,
(2) traced a statistically random sample of data to source documents. We found
that data tracking recipient refunds was not sufficiently reliable for the purposes of
this audit. Any discussion of refunds in this report is reliant on source
documentation obtained from the agency’s grant management systems, or from the
Grants Payment Request System. While other minor discrepancies were identified,
we considered the discrepancies to be immaterial to our work. On the basis of our
assessment, we believe the data are sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this
review.
Closeout Fund Management
To determine if the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW appropriately managed
award funds after the award period ended, we reviewed the list of all awards that
ended during our scope, as well as each agency’s entire universe of expired, but
open awards. We conducted a detailed review (1) the 30 oldest awards that are
expired with funds still obligated, but for which closeout has not occurred, and
(2) 30 additional awards for each agency that had been closed after the allowable
180 day timeframe. Specifically, we reviewed closeout documentation, award
monitoring activity, prior audits, recipient FFRs, and PHRs to determine, broadly,
the underlying reasons that funds remained obligated against awards that are
expired, and other factors that contribute to delayed closeouts. We also reviewed
the awards to determine the total amount of funds that remain obligated, as well as
to determine if the remaining obligated amounts on the award were comprised of
recipient refunds or unobligated balances.
To determine if the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW appropriately managed
drawdowns following the end of the project period, we reviewed internal policy and
procedures as well as Federal regulations to determine the allowable timeframe for
recipient drawdowns. According to the 2 CFR § 200.343 and agency regulations,
award recipients must liquidate all obligations incurred under a Federal award no
later than 90 calendar days after the end date of the period of performance. We
analyzed the drawdowns to determine if any drawdowns were made by the
recipients after the end of the 90 day liquidation period. Drawdowns that appeared
to post after the liquidation period were further reviewed in order to verify that they
had been requested within the allowable timeframe.
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Closeout Accuracy
To determine if the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW maintained appropriate
controls to ensure that closeout data reported on the FFR by recipients was
accurate and supported, we selected a random sample of 118 recipients for FFR
data verification. The retention period for all financial and programmatic records,
supporting documents, statistical records, and other award records is 3 years from
the date that the final expenditure report was submitted. Therefore, the scope of
our sample was awards that ended within the last 3 years. We requested
accounting records from the 118 sampled recipients to determine if (1) the
expenditures recorded match those reported on the final FFR, and (2) the
drawdowns recorded did not exceed recorded expenditures. Additionally, we
conducted a limited review of award expenditures to ensure that the expenditures
were allowable and reasonable per the approved budget. We obtained all
applicable award documentation and supporting documentation for the review from
the applicable agency and the recipient.
To determine if the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW maintained appropriate
controls to ensure that closeout data reported on the final progress report by
recipient were accurate and supported, we selected a random sample of
57 recipients for progress report data verification. The retention period for all
financial and programmatic records, supporting documents, statistical records, and
other award records is 3 years from the date that the final expenditure report was
submitted. Therefore, the scope of our sample were awards that were closed within
the last 3 years. From the random sample of 57 recipients, we judgmentally
selected between one and four performance measures for review and reviewed
supporting documentation for the selected measures. The documentation was
reviewed to determine the accuracy of the data reported on the progress report
provided to the awarding agency.
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APPENDIX 2
SCHEDULE OF DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS
Description

Amount

Page

Questioned Costs:
OJP Unallowable Recipient Expenses
COPS Office Unallowable Recipient Expenses
OVW Unallowable Recipient Expenses
Unallowable Costs
Less Remedied Costs24
Net Questioned Costs25

$279,315
$361,974
$120,894
$762,183
-2,076
$760,107

31
34
35

$11,654,392

18

$2,357,016

20

$12,682,709

22

$148,685

14

$1,316,907

22

$579,248

26

$71,264

17

Funds remaining on expired awards more than 180 days past
the project expiration:
OJP
COPS Office
OVW
Remedy OJP funds associated with 2006-IP-BX-K001
Remedy OVW funds associated with recipients that are no
longer operational
Remedy OVW funds associated with awards that ended over 8
years ago
Remedy OJP funds associated with awards that ended over 8
years ago
Total Funds to Better Use
Less Remedied Costs26
Net Funds to Better Use
TOTAL DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS

$28,810,221
-18,066,212
$10,744,009
$11,504,116

24 Prior to the issuance of this final report, the COPS Office had remedied a total of $565 in
questioned costs, and OJP remedied a total of $1,511 in questioned costs.
25 Questioned Costs are expenditures that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or
contractual requirements, or are not supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit, or
are unnecessary or unreasonable. Questioned costs may be remedied by offset, waiver, recovery of
funds, or the provision of supporting documentation.

Prior to the issuance of this final report, the OJP, COPS Office, and OVW remedied a total of
$18,066,212 in funds to better use.
26
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APPENDIX 3
RECIPIENT DATA VERIFICATION
ITEMIZED QUESTIONED COSTS
Office of Justice Programs
Coordinate with award recipients to remedy the unallowable costs identified during
our review of final FFRs and accounting records, as follows:
1. Remedy $14,614 in unallowable indirect, personnel, and fringe costs
associated with OJP award number 2010-TY-FX-0105:
i.

$7,385 in unallowable indirect cost charges which exceeded the amount
approved by OJP.

ii.

$4,433 in unallowable personnel charges to an individual not in the OJP
approved budget.

iii.

$2,796 in unallowable fringe charges to an individual not in the OJP
approved budget.

2. Remedy $52,325 in unallowable costs associated with OJP award number
2011-AC-BX-0017, including:
i.

$39,557 in unallowable contractual charges, a category not approved
by OJP.

ii.

$8,724 in unallowable equipment charges not in the OJP approved
budget.

iii.

$4,044 in unallowable travel charges for employee family members.

3. Remedy $32,906 in unallowable charges incurred outside of the award period
associated with OJP award number 2010-DC-BX-0116.
4. Remedy $20,114 in unallowable costs associated with OJP award number
2010-TY-FX-0103, including:
i.

$15,564 in unallowable indirect cost charges which exceeded the
amount approved by OJP.

ii.

$4,550 in unallowable incentive and entertainment charges not in the
OJP approved budget.

5. Remedy $20,641 in unallowable costs associated with OJP award number
2011-JU-FX-0022, including:
i.

$10,391 in unallowable fringe charges which exceeded the 10 percent
rule.

ii.

$6,069 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule.
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iii.

$4,181 in unallowable indirect cost charges which exceeded the amount
approved by OJP.

6. Remedy $10,880 in unallowable charges incurred outside of the award period
associated with OJP award number 2013-CD-BX-0031.
7. Remedy $3,462 in unallowable indirect cost charges which exceeded the
amount approved by OJP associated with OJP award number
2010-TY-FX-0108.
8. Remedy $122,720 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with OJP award number 2008-DN-BX-K184.
9. Remedy $1,654 in unallowable costs associated with OJP award number
2013-DJ-BX-0313, including:
i.

$1,511 in unallowable consultant charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule.

ii.

$143 in unallowable charges incurred outside of the award period.

Community Oriented Policing Services
Coordinate with award recipients to remedy the unallowable costs identified during
our review of final FFRs and accounting records, as follows:
10. Remedy $565 in unallowable charges resulting from the recipient drawing
down more funds than what was expended associated with COPS Office
award number 2009-HE-WX-0058.
11. Remedy $33,544 in unallowable personnel costs which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with COPS Office award number
2010-UM-WX-0245.
12. Remedy $33,015 in drawdowns exceeding recorded expenditures associated
with COPS Office award number 2010-UM-WX-0331.
13. Remedy $5,453 in unallowable indirect costs which exceeded the approved
amount in the COPS Office-approved budget associated with COPS Office
award number 2012-CK-WX-K026.
14. Remedy $265,504 in unallowable equipment charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with COPS Office award number
2011-CK-WX-0027.
15. Remedy $23,893 in unallowable costs associated with COPS Office award
number 2010-RK-WX-0004, including:
i.

$12,474 in unallowable charges resulting from the recipient drawing
down more funds that what was expended.
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ii.

$11,419 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule.

Office on Violence Against Women
Coordinate with award recipients to remedy the unallowable costs identified during
our review of final FFRs and accounting records, as follows:
16. Remedy $5,423 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with OVW award number 2012-WL-AX-0011.
17. Remedy $637 in unallowable indirect cost charges which exceeded the
amount approved by OVW associated with OVW award number
2010-TA-AX-K012.
18. Remedy $655 in unallowable supplies charges which were not in the OVW
approved budget associated with OVW award number 2012-WL-AX-0059.
19. Remedy $17,224 in unallowable costs associated with OVW award number
2011-WE-AX-0017, including:
i.

$12,040 in unallowable charges incurred outside of the award period.

ii.

$5,184 in unallowable charges resulting from drawdowns exceeding
recorded expenditures.

20. Remedy $685 in unallowable facility rent charges not approved in the OVW
approved budget associated with OVW award number 2013-FL-AX-0018.
21. Remedy $4,579 in unallowable airfare costs associated with OVW award
number 2013-TA-AX-K016.
22. Remedy $45,302 in unallowable indirect costs associated with OVW award
number 2011-WH-AX-0017.
23. Remedy $2,647 in unallowable personnel charges not approved in the OVW
approved budget associated with OVW award number 2008-WE-AX-0038.
24. Remedy $442 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the 10
percent rule associated with OVW award number 2014-DW-AX-0002.
25. Remedy $4,844 in unallowable costs associated with OVW award number
2014-SW-AX-0023, including:
i.

$4,001 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the 10
percent rule.

ii.

$666 in unallowable consultant charges incurred outside of the project
period.

iii.

$177 in unallowable charges resulting from the recipient drawing down
more funds that what was expended.
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26. Remedy $11,285 in unallowable costs associated with OVW award number
2010-TW-AX-0030, including:
i.

$7,841 in unallowable mileage reimbursement charges not approved in
the OVW approved budget.

ii.

$3,444 in unallowable indirect costs charges which exceeded the
approved amount in the OVW approved budget.

27. Remedy the $5,231 in unallowable costs associated with OVW award number
2010-TW-AX-0043, including:
i.

$3,330 in unallowable contract charges which was not an approved
category in the OVW approved budget.

ii.

$1,931 in unallowable indirect costs charges which exceeded the
approved amount in the OVW approved budget.

28. Remedy the $1,069 in unallowable classified ad and bank fee charges which
were not in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW award number
2013-IW-AX-0002.
29. Remedy $22,895 in unallowable indirect costs which exceeded the approved
amount OVW approved budget associated with OVW award
2012-TW-AX-0024.
30. Remedy $5,000 in unallowable consultant expenses incurred outside of the
project period associated with OVW award 2012-W5-AX-K004.
31. Remedy $21,837 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule associated with OVW award number 2012-FW-AX-K002.
32. Remedy $146 in unallowable indirect costs which exceeded the approved
amount in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW award
2011-WC-AX-K020.
33. Remedy $349 in unallowable expenses incurred outside of the project period
associated with OVW award number 2011-TW-AX-0006.
34. Remedy $8,344 in unallowable indirect costs associated with OVW award
number 2011-TA-AX-K127.
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APPENDIX 4
THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS' RESPONSE TO THE
DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 27
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<loobIipood.1I< ranooInirC ... _
fu<~ ...........

of57 I J<1~. OJ!>

ofOllio.......t "" '->ary21. lOll. S«A,-"'" I

M""

Tho Offic< of lustioo p~ !SI""" cloow-<: of ""' ~ioo II>Il wri"",
~ ofthiJ "",iOll fn>m your office.

..

r"-.""" ......

~to,. .. d , .. p......, pol ...... ~6
'hOI fand l • •
..pet'tftl o. ~ . . bl".1<d "r the l"Otipien' b<
.ad pot ..
... ,,1tItIa • ,1m.1y ......... 'PPnlprIo,o, ..... .,11_ or oapIaJ
. . .;'o.iq oro.iIy.

"bile'''''

""It,

The Off..., of J...,;o. P,,,,, ... _
willi dIis ,.......... odaI.ioIII. Ily May ll,
2011. OIP will <Io¥clop_ ........ _ policies _ po .......", " ' _ dIoo.
~ ,-"",. """"Ilpted "r ,........ io Iimcll" oIoolIIiptord...t "'" '"
boua IM,.~,,..d1e. of
JIIoIlIIiuiae; aotiYily.

",,+._

-a.

The 0f60:0 of lIwti«
-..id<n lloi. """"""""""" wri_ ~ ofltlio _ _ 'J<"'"
~

,,(f_

' M" ..

oao/....t onoI

O....1op .Dd l.pIe .... ']Mlieloo ........ 'h' _ito rtfo.oio<\ "r'
....1pi<tI, ... _I".,"". " .wr-prlo ... 10 0 ,;'oly ...... r 0"'0' .... lpL

1'11< Qff'ouo{ J"",i<:e ~ ........ withllW ~ion. IIY May ll.20 II. OJP
"ill d<velop oro:! impi<ment p<>Ii<ia Ii>.,.....,.. ..... mom.. rriIlDIlod by ""'I ...........
oimoIy d«>blipltd, .. ~ ..
1'bt Offic< of}""'" ~ _ ' .. . !hi. ~ I'<OOIved onoI ""' ......
..,.;..... _
of ..... """"" fiOIII ,... offi<x..
6.

R.-..Iy ..... PO' '. _ .. _
apiaoI_........, o'flnd

IV rl l .l6o' io 1'Io.do ...., ...... oIoliplC<l
wn ....... 01

,no. .. 'IK OIG', _

~I , -.

Tbo:OIf...,ofl-">o ""+ ..... _
. . . n I I o h i s _ UJ~ _ _ ipeoI
SoIU67 GIlbo 111,2601 ill r..do 011_ dIoo. CJOIpim! po;.. to O<tobor I. 20011_

.,.-·,1InoI
FiIlOlDciool
'"+<''' to:! wiU be

A _ 2). Fo<!tIe...,..;",m. S27..197, '-«I OIl Ibo:
Iloport. OJ!> oIncnnined "'"' .... """'" .. _ owed '" o:h<.,..
d iob\n«l~yt_A

The

_ _ J).

~.«ItnI

otnc.", )"" ... ''''''''''' <:Oo>id<fs !hi, _meodao.ion iUoI..-d ond """'"""

....me.. ~ ,,{!h;, Ii<1kMI (ron. J""If office.

)
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1.

Il<>;'" ill •• ;."'.. of ...·.rd. Ill" npOrod " ........ Ik'_r l .lUOlS, lor ... .,~
doo.eo.' ~ •• 00' yrt O«'Or ..... add,"" 'h Iod"'ido.! ;""c......1iII, ill ,'d'l'od
f .... 1<I ...... , ••• d do ....... rd •• s .ppropriate.

n.. Offi~ of I"";", !'roiIrarns """'" ",;!h liIi, 'O«ICl\I!I01\CIaliOll. I>urini OW', n><:.>(/\Iy

_n'

....,,,. of 0UJ1<I0nI iJOI1' ......
m~tri< , . OJI' rou'intly1'l'lOnOlors tno ........ , Qfchc
mlin: pU! "",",fuli<> ond Illa octio,.. oS '!lI'rupr;.te. V.'1h _
'" \b:: uni"<l'lrC <Jf

."...d> that •• pir<d Plior w (ktobr:r 1. 2008, for whieh e"",""", boo 001 ~ occurred. ""
Moy 11, 201S. OIP 'lill ocldreos \b::
ood ,los< lbe: . ~W ... iIpproPfia\c.

indi~' i~

is ..... rnu/tinol m c1myed finI.I e _

The Office of ''''tic< Prow""'" ""nti<le,.. tlri. =ommrndir.1ion ","","ed om! r«jUOru
...ri_ oa:.,unce oftlri.lCtioo from )'OUt Qffict
I.

Il<>i..,. . .d po, ... " .. , .. . ...... ppropri .... ,.......... I. ~ $11 ,6~.J91 i.

r.....

oi>I;,;...d .pi.., ............. h,.. .. pi.rd. "g, .....01 lit.. clHod.

111< Offi<:<, of luotk, Proiram. _ _ with ,his r«:att""'rdaticn M orD=br:r 11.
2011. OJ!' bod &oblip1"" SI0.l01.S11.13 ohlle furwb O<letItifte<l "" chc 010 (see
AttoctrJnc,n, 4~ By Mar>:h 31. 2013. OJP ",ill ...., ... the ~ining S9S2J1~. 22 in r.r.J.

!Ia.,

expirrd orw:I ho ..... rcm.iniIlj! '*""'~ bLlllll", "'" been c......... ond
"" ,,,,.. do thal
_ieot. mnoining fmd .. u ~Bte.

'""ioe

1M Ollk. of
Protromo ~U<"" ,10m.. ofSIO,7Q].SJ2. 78 .. fOllld, '0 bolt<\" ....
• toocia!ecl ~iIh Ibis rec:anmrnrlclUon. S~ninol_hao boo Ie. ",bmitlOd
cmdc-r ~~.. ,. ld<liOOn, 011' oonsid<n ohio ~.tion...., I ,'ed and
"'l.......rltten xcqtWlC. oftbi. octtoo. from your off""
9.

lI .. eIop .... l.. pk ....1 polid...... p ........n 10: ( I) . . . . . . th ...i.tUo,
.. ooitoriol_ ruk ........... , p ..... _ by <....... ti •••• n"" orr. ..ll ....
lod~r ...... elq "";'11)' 10 • • portlo. 01 . ... "'.
or. oi ...... <I..... or io
•••• 1<>.... , p.............. (2) I.dod, • 'pc.I.I •• aditio. 10 .n , .. _ P""'l"
.<otiI~,.101 r«lpioot" .... I". ' _
•• ' !>oK I<d~,.. ...... "1"" ,. "11''''1

,ko,

.-

,.""nmond"....,

111< Office of J.SlIe. I'TOgram" llf= with tlJis
By Soptembo,
10, 20 1S. OJP ..illl''"''''i" .. "I>tin, want ri,k _,...".", tool ... d clcvc:kop •
JlI""""!o il>COIJlO"tc • ",view of fin,III""I . """d ledgers fur • ri>k_bued
.. lcdiao of
tha, u •• i1h<.r "ithin _
}'UJlI ofelom", Of i. \b:: c"->ut
proc ....

."..,.<k

",am..

F", FY lO IS
OJP "ill modify ,he otmd""d spoc:ioJ cmditiooo.. .. ~ ... in
, 1I.WlIId patioo"l!<> kr ""'if)" ~ tho! ("",I o ...,.;! """,... ina Icctga' "" 5Ubjcc:t to
'i/m:y ...;'w up
y.... folk>wi"ll ,be
of ...:>rd """''''''_

"",b""

dOl.

n.. OffICe of )""ic< Prognms """"lien !hi. r"'o"lIll"",,"'iao ",",","" "'" ""I"'"''
""inm occqnncc oftlri, ",lion from

)'OU"

•
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offic • .

,..

0.....1' •• 4 .., ....., poli<... ud ,.-.d................ "'"' nril'''~'' "-j,,,

....'I\o.Lo, ___ "nod 4..... ' •• c....... , __ bo ,baM ...... _

,10< .......

.......10. ..........

11>001'11<"< <>[1...... 1'1...... ..,..,. "' ...... ~ T... Offio: of Audit.
A......".,.... ODd _ _I (OM1>l)";1l _
"'''' OCR>. ,Ir: Of!'"", 00 V"iOIoIw:<
A~ W....... """ the ~ orCmvtounity Oriaatd 1'oIirin& _
.. <Indo!, ond
;..."....... pt'O<edotn 10 _ _ .... _~ '"'" oip""*" ;...,. 1<b.Iifi<d oIurUot
!be pwK c~ _ _ . . Ihot<d loci........ doc .......
~ ('lAM!
. . ~ .... """" poIicl<o .-.l ~ ";11 be ..... l'p' , ood hnpi" .......t ..,. ....
<n;!ofFY 1O,1.

'''''OI<!iq

'l1Iooo 0tIkc of JIU1i<e l'r........ comidero .... _ i o n ""IOI....t ODd ""I....
,...;..... _
ufllti. o<tioo """" _ ot/\ce.

" .

b._

R..·!tw' ....... ,.,......... - ".... I. Ickollty ..,....-........ ;"
........................,. otf <lo.......... «1 ••" ...
by .".... Ari~ ....".

Tbootr.,.o[J....... ~_willlllO. _
........ OMM
...,.Ioed !be ---'wd """,il<>Mt _;so. q...non. _ 1 0 l'<'Vi<";nc.

\-..i/'yUla. ODd .o.lkloUn& _
ODd ~ ... <Iurina ~
......1<IrinI "",ieon, A ..... ft of.... ......acd dwd.'i1t i. < _ 1 b<iII& ~

..,. OJP _ .... o~ OA ...M ...wi.-- ","" hi. <h«1<lioo ..;u bc r,.,.,iml
ood i.. ~~ br Moy 11.10" .

n.oorr... of l... iao """'""'" <OnSid<n IIID ,..... ,.Ido';"" _
roq.aI' .......... .,..",...,. oflhi' ....... rr.... ,...... ofl\oo,
11.

Io.'I'ft'.

ood

R. m«Iy 51... ,4 10 .........·. . .
11<-...1. Mol frio..·nio .....
...... _ _ ...It. WI' ............ m bo. l"" TV ·0:-01115.

q.""''''''

.,"" orr"", o[ ......", """'..... ..,..,. wid! .... ,-,m"...
W. " i ll ~!be
51 4,61 4 .. q.' .;, , «dlJ.,.IoI<d .. ~Io.> ""'" ill4im\. .........1.""" InIIp
......." " """'" .... "'U< ollorJod CO (iroRI N~""'" 101(l.TV' .·X-OJOS..... will_ ,.;t11
1

"

.... . , - ..........1. • - " " ' .

1'O«io'.' ..............m ond "'I.....

11>0 om.... of'........ ~ "'" ,', " ohio
"";!ItiI ~ "filii• ..,.,. fiaao 1..... office.

,
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I).

)1.-,. m .ns ill . . . -..... . - n ....L ....ip_.....d ......1.....1<4
~_

..u - - ..... II ~ OJ~ .............., 111 1·,\ (; -8X" '11.

l "" O/'fiooof lustic< ~_ with 1iI;'~ W...i ll ~obe
S51,llj ;"que,,;, ' - . ..1oIttI1O _ _ ~ ................... ID'~·
..Ioo<d coots IIIot ..... <hotattI1O
N _ 2011.J.C.wc'OO11 ..... wiU _
widI

a...

"'" """"" 10 _ 1 . • _

.... iatc.

Tho Offoot of 1 _ PJnsrOInI C<IIISidom Ibi. ~ .... ....,Ived 000 1«1""'"
, ....... ofthio octiooIfrom )"><I<offico.

s:n ._ .. .... _.w.
p<rio<I._
.......
""""'" h

,I.

R.-.Iy

i"

OJ~

'1_.1_ ..u ........... _
....nI .......,lOIt.OC· IIX ... ll ..

tb<otr... at J...uce PI"" .......... ,..;th Ihio 1<OiW&1"

hi....

., ...........

We...;u...- ....

Sll.9OIi ; . . . . - - _
m.tttI II> - . . , . . _ CXfI<I"'":I ........... -.ide or"",
period ,." 0.- N""*"" 201t.OCAX.(i116, 1I<Id ";1I _
,,;olo "'" ~ iii

....w

rrm«Iy, .. . 1'!""P"i....

............ o:omi6<n iIrroil ___ ..'oMe reoo>lved II<Id
wri ....... .....-pi ...... of"'"' _
1'mooo youroftioo:c.

1k Offoot of _

_

.5.

R.m«ly $2(I . II~ iii . . .
q........... . ....

_.w.

"'dlr-o<1, _

..... od .............. ' ·"'10"""

...-It<! ..~b OJ~ ..... rd "~m .... 10II).TY·rx.(iIOj.

lboOfliuof_ ",,,,,.,._,,,,otolhiol_

...

I.

We..,;Il""io<w ....

S2O, II~ ill ~ ....... odoteoI II> ~nollowololo io:odi-. iooo:ntive. ..... ~•

.. botcd ...u ...... w= cloorpl '" Grmt NlIIDboo 20 t (). TV·f}{.() \ OJ, ond ";U IWII. "';olo
.... ~"'mnody, .. ~ _

lk O/'fioo of I<l0l;''' Po ......", .......,. dooil'_"'
wrill<l'l ~ allbi,,,,;,,,, _

,..

~

l

'

I ..........s Mil ,..qu<OU

ofIiot.

no",.

R....!y
Lo ...Uo,nbl< '"ocr, "" ........ L •• d l..urHI· ........ q ...,"'....
.... ..-10..... 1" OJ~ ................. Ul II -.lU-rx ...U.

Tho otrocc of J\oo6<:< Po ..... . - willo this ~ Wc.,;Q_ ....
S20Ml io q"",jgned""", ..1.. <4 II>.u""'-tobl< fri:oac. ~ """ i..:iru1· ..101<<I
..,... ...... ___ cloorpl ",0.... Number 2OIl ·lU-fX..oon, ..... ",ill work ..,;\11 .....
.....- iii

ranody, .. ~.

lk 0!Ii<c aI _

""" ... ccmOok .. "'"' I........... 1';"'. raoNed ond """""'"
from )"iIUi" offioo.

writ\rn ~ oflbi... _

•
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11.

Ro."""SI..... 1oo ... _.bIo~'Ioo ...... ............... _"'" ., ........nI
p<riod .. _Ioo,nI .. ,, ~
nI . . ."'. 21 13-CII-IIX.te3 I.

on .....

Tho 0!I"ic0 at J",,'" .....- "IfOfl .. i.h .... ~ We";l1 Je> ...... 1he
'IO.UO in q .... ionod ",,",1. ..1ottd 10 '""""' .......... _
i~ "",.;de oflh<
. word period roo- GntIt ",,,,,,bet 2013-<:1).8):..(1(1)1. o!"ol will ..,n "';,h .... ,,",,* II>
tem<dy ... opprI)!Iri.".
Tho Off"", of J...occ "'-" _sideno thi, feCO<IUDCDdMion teooi .... ond rcquoAI
wri ..... _ _ _ of this """"" ""'" )'<>011" offioo.
lL

1l<...!y$.l.ot6l ..... lI. .. aII .. lMirtC! ...., _ . - . .................. 'II< . _ .,
by
"lth OJ!'" ....nI . . ...... 1I.t.T\'- ~'X" I "

~"" .....

OJ, ...-10,'"

ThoOfl",.,.oIJ....,;.,c 1'R9 ••• _
..idotbis ,
' . ' . w. wiU oevitw ....
. cd_ rdooood ... _IowaIokm.....~whi<lI~ Ibt
_ _ _ o.cd by OJI' ro. a.... 1'1_ 2016· TY·FX-OIOl, MIll aill - " . . . "'"
so- ... ro:uoody. " " ..... .
Sl.<I6l ;"qo

=

llocotfi<cof hn6« " ....... coo . h •• obi. ~ ..,..,1 .... _,....wri"", ~ ofiloO, ....... fn:om ,..,... oIIi<><.
".

11. ... """ $l2l.no I••••1................... "*rrlo'nI q...., ....I'd ..... .. hl.h uceedtd
,h. ,I po ..... ' .. Ie . _ I.,,1'd .... 'h OJI' . ........... _ 2001· 1J.'\I· B)(· 1( 184.

Tho onI.., of I ... ice 1'ToF..... ...- wilb I/oi. ~ We will _icw tho
$122.720 in q..... ionod ........w..d '" unoJlowabl< p<f"OO<UI<! ... Jo<o;I ...... whioh
""~ !he 10 _ , ",I< ro. Coopermi .. "",..
lOOl·OS·BX-KI M.
ODd "';11 won. wido Ih< """"" 10 """""y... ~.

,jO." "''''''....

The otfi<c 01 _
r<q-.owri_"

~

'.",,_ ""'d ' j II ."..,.,.,

I

:los;'"

ortloir _ _ ,..,..,off.....

_...,. $I.6U ................ _

oqoI,"" Mil

nl ................ _~.......4 .....

......... ........r.......... p<rW . _......·ido

OJ,...-." ........ JIll-OJ·

HX--&J I.J.

,..woo .....,.,.......ro.

Tho: 00"0« cA
..-iIb this ~ W. will oniow IIoc
51.6504 in q........ , j - . ..Iolod to """" _ _1.... onoj _
~.,....;dc
or .......ard period c;,..., N"",1>or 2011·OJ-BX-OJIJ. """ will ....... ~ Ihe "",,,co
'" mnody... ~.

Tho Off"", of J""l<;e 1""iJ"'" <:«I>i<k:n I/o .. <=>mmtD<Iotion oav-Ivtd iIiId
......-. wri ..... _
ofthl • ..,,;on froon ynur office.

,
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"..,. 10\1 tOt tho """""""'.,. 10 ~ .. !hi • .ntI t<pOfI, ond fur ~ f;OIIIimood

ooI....,..,iM .. i"""""" .... odmini"""'" cf"", _
~ If)'OOl "".. ony """"....
reljltdi", tIIi. rap<wU<. p_ <»DIa<t 11.o11'It I;. MotIi ... 0i1e<:"". o m.,., of "'O<I i~ ... -.mont.
ond M.....- • (202) :IOJ.l102.

.<e:

-...",.,. 110:

I •

0qNIy ...- - . """"""" o-noI

Nodino M. N.. Mlk

-~
o.-O
.",lo,_,.md ~
0f'I'0<C <III Va-:.. ..... w"""""
R_II W"","""",
~Di=tof

orr...... ofComm..ily Orien<cd P"'''''"I s...viceo

.....

1W;III F_ M.niD
Oftico:: of Audit.,o.... ....... ond Mat

a _

Lcilit_

ChiefFmar.:;1l om .....

R;a..d P. Thcio

0i1<cI0r. ,,""-it ........ ~
hIIaDoI Re\'i<w md Eoai ...... om...
J."., L s.,..
J)irKlOr. Off"", cf()pcmio<i!- '\0<1;11)1,,_

OI"Iiooof .... ~"" Gcnm.I

OJP F............. ~
c."",.,.

rIlk: tnO 110 11201( III

•
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APPENDIX 5
THE OFFICE OF COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING
SERVICES' RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 28

COPS
M~ho<l'
'''''''~'''
,
_ t;.,><noI
( ...... S...., ~'''' ""'''''
r l'~OI.l(lff

_

R. Maim",,,.,

A,.,,,.... Ir"'....._Gmonf ........
Off". of1l>< 1 _ 0.'......
\'",1«1 ,,:,...., I,.,...,.....,,',~ .....""
I R"~',

R"""rr \\ _ _ .~

""..... I~"""~
. . ~.../
Ilffic< ofO"","""i~ , _

Pol""" S<n.....

lk'I">n><~'
~

"" l)ff"" of"'" I"'!"<'O' ll<Mroj., IlhII ,\u.liI
I>,,"~',,,," ,1.""'''- ';....w ,.""/

,""" of,,,,

.

"~"''' ,.,.,.~"
I ~" ..."''''0..,1.." ;. in """_., tho

'Iffi«

of,,,, 1 _ 0cMf0I., iOK1I ...." """" ..,....

...,,1«1. "......... "" ,...."""""'" "r J"" .... ( .... A .... 00•••' " '"""'=' .......

ro.. "" ~., "'..........._ ... ,., "'" """...

J"""") II. :lOl l n...I. _" "
""..............rt, Ill< ~
_ ..... !COI'S

of'....,. !llOJ, Off", ofC...nwmd) '-"-"" 1'<>0......

{)fr.""...,...,.,."" .."" of.... OlD..., "'" , . .(..1 1,""
fift.!;"P"" r«""'"",_ ..._001 in ,lIG·,...,., '"f""I. I«~ F'I<OO< for<! .,." """'''''''
~

"' .... =........Jorioo.
,,,,,,",, _ " '.... O!G ,,''''', ~'1'''''07~. ~ofJ ... ,a'-.,~_ Do,.,...
""",,... ;" ~~, "" COl'S utT", .... _ _ tal """""',""""",, " .....
1''''..., ........ """..........,..-.0. "'" _100 ,,~, ,--...,..., ,....,. J<r........;..
"",'Ir"" I" Lh< " ' " - p"",..... I, o&!it"" .... ('III'S '>ff~, lID ~ "w ,."""..
","","''''' ' '''"''l ".........., ~;'" "" <}fro« ,M" J _ I......... IO)P'.,.,....., .....
~ol«<I_=-, ~""'
PO)""'" R""",. ")*'" ,<lPR." 'Ilk CVf":;
Uffo«...,...W<. OIl'> ",,,,,,,,.,,,,",,,,,,,, of,"",,_ f""«"" iml""'_ ..... , ""...

........ "" ,....

Ill< """""" of """""""" "" ......."""""'.....,""'_

Ill< ~"ft ... 11 ......., -........ 0' ~ .f>id, ""'''''''' 11.,,11.] "' ~...",'....-J
....... _$ , U'~.-'21 . ( _ .. to.""' ..... ]'~. I ..
2<_
Jli .... 4<n«od ", "" COI'S Offio.-.• ...o "" I...., $16L1'l-< on ~ ......"""" " ... ~ ..... S.:JH.OI6
In'- '" _ _. f'''' .... of"" k~. ",' ,..."""" ..
",,,,>001 '" .... "01"'" Om.._
.....,,"';'<'1 """'~ oM 1'>1"""", to) _ .........

of"""'""""""_,,,,,"_
"J.",...

.-\ I} \ '",, <, I Nt; r\lfil K ,AI rn r It Ro;l Ul.o II t 'llMM!I"'11l 1' 01 1<. I :o.u

•

,. Attact-rn 8llts to t n s re spo nse were net inclu ded in th is final re pxt.

,,,. ,,"'/oM,/ E,

/I",,,... ,,,

""'.,,"
",::"'~
r"lP" ::

<I.,...""

TIl< COl'S 0 111« i, CUl'Tmtl) ,,",ioi"i iU
i",I;") to i'"""'T"Jf1l!< ,100 01",,,,,,,, ,;"",t"""",
_00 .bc",.... i.lenht;<d in 2 (TR i 2OO.1U v..'« , I'<" to compkt< ti><s< "" -i"",,, b)
M,,,,h l(l. :2011.

add".,..

In
the COl'S Offle. "ill t,"l;;P ",poninll on . "",-Js thai r<rn:J;n ""'.." duo ,,, <>p<n OIG
audit ><Ii, it) '" "'h<r """'; 'OOHK O<1i,i'). t" on. 0 [0, Th .. reron'n~ ~ ill ,,,.-,,ur on .......... i_
"""oaI!>fi;:< onol "HI b<~;P "ith on. .. ,.n>OolIh f'O,;.,.! <"'!ip~ J""" JO . .!OI t, 'A , "ill "",,-i.k
on. r<jlOJI ,,,th;n )U do)" "ftlo< .oemi-"""..I p<riod rnd do,< ....itb our fi ... "'port d .. 00 lui) 10.
201 K.

roc COl'S Ollk" ,,-, II ""'i",, "'" 1"<'<<<1""" ror .-n<>/,-i...: "I"" 010 i"""<" audi,
~""'" ond ol~
j,."", '" i",l..x rorwlocto"i ' I""limilW) re, ' ''''
'0 dot<"""... ifft.,k.!;<IJI I""t Iw 001 been obJip.",d 0)' Ihc ""'P'''''' ~ be JoOOi ;~1!«I """ P'"
"' ..,.,,~ ",,", ,\, pori pfoloi. ""'ie"" ""
tlw <k-<>l>ligoo ..... "r fu"", " ill ... int,.,-Irn:
,,;010 "'"' .mli,,- '" r<m«h' q_ioc.«I CO!J< ...d/", ,,110\ ••:< ,I>< ;<ron'« mol" b< <1I,iO)«I '0
of a11
""..h., 00$1> i" ,-;.,,, oftloo ong<>;n~ mooh"';nK Of ...0;, ""'i,- ;'),
11'< c.'p"" '" 00II1f'I<t< ,10<
,<} .," pol;';} 0)' M.) 11, 201 S,

""",,,""1'1;_<

",II ..........

mm""""'",...,;

",,-i"""

"
Thd." OI'S Oflicc "ill <1<,01"" oM irnpk""'" 1',1",.."

OJ """."""' , ,,, rnsun: ,"", """'''''
rcfun<ied by • rocipi"'" "'" doobI i~ .t«l"'" PI" '" 1'1<1,,,, ...,. "" OOppf<'opri."" in a tim<i) m"nn,,,
.ft .... ",,<ip<. 'A" "P"" to
;O\pI<m"" 'hI> poll<)- 1»' ~h) 11. 2011

"'1m"""","'"
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, .., .II"Ioa<I'~

,~",,.'i<:

F,""->' ", !"'~
,~,

---",;;:cors-Otr"", Ii:ij I"""MlI"'J"id«/ >UJ'I'O" ' n~ ~tat,,,,, '" ,ii<Of(j,

~hich

...,,"

""" 52.1 J~,l56 Or("""" (00\01,100,'< bocn <IrobIi~a'od. arollh3( (hi: ut>okfl)'i"~ ..,... ... bern do",d,
I h< Olf'S ofli"" '«lLJ<S(, th:>I ,I>< n..1,Ll<i,( report be updat«l '" n.11.'<:1 tbeo< dooI>l;~"""" .....J
eJo.= •. Tho mnaim"i
<um:nll) bc;~ rr< Kv."j f"" do",,",. ,.-..1 \,< "ill ,.. m-. ~,
<lrobl i~"< ,I>< ....... ,nifll!. 1I1"l1' t\.oods of S224.WJ. in ~ ,,;'h <>ur t lo:;roul poli<i=

."ard. "'"

The CUI'S Offl« "ill"ori. ""h ,hi: 0fTi« of ju><k<: I"(lir:,m<. Oll;« of A""i,. ,\S><li>m<n'
and M _ IOA,\MI, 10 impl<m<nl (h" """"",.. O<Iotioo. OAAM "ill Io"-rnil:c tbc
<,i"ioi OIP j!lUIlt rill; " S<Wn<l1t ,.-.,,1 lOAn '" i<knlif) • ri .. ~ .. ~ion .,r
r,,,
Ihi , "" 'i<II The CO~S Ottk~ \\ill <1<-\'<1"1'. pn>c<'.> '" ;~ • '" i.\\ of gtlIII"",,
O<<OOIltil\i (grn<r.tll IN,"", r", tbc .. k<:,ed .,,',nl~ Thi. rc>",11 "ill """"' r,~ • .,""'" ,ho, "'"
01""" ",ilhin 1hn.,< ),<:1<$ or o\osun: '" in the c _ """""" 1\'0
Ii" on.l
imr>io""''' (10,,1"'-"<» fo< 0= in Fi.ca) In, W I 'I

.,,-.n!.

.'P«" '" "..

TI>< ( OJ»; Ollie<: IIill i,.,luok • srocial ,,,..,ji,"" in oil a"-..n! pOd~ _ifyin¥ """pion" (hot
,Iocif ocwun'in~ IN~C,. and "''''''' "'l'f'O<1 inK """'"",,,..,,ation "ill be ... """ '" 0", ,,"",II
1'<,;00 of1hn.", yoars (""" tbc daI<: of.""," c!o,w<. and ,ho\ tbc "",iT'''''' " ill f'"''' Ode ,100:",
doc""","" '" lbe COPS " Hi", """" ""I""', We "'p<C( '0 i"" lud< ,h i, """ .. I ,~""'ition
tq;i""i"~ " 'i'h "ur I'Y:!OII

t''' '

."ank

11>0 COJ'S ott."" lIill ",,,,,- ~i'h O,\A,\I and !he orr"", "" \l~,I<0c< A~"" W"""", IOVW ) '"
oI<\<kIj> aM ,onpi<m<"' "">=Iu",, 10 """'"' Ih.a, ""ipie"'" ,.. i!h ~~ir...... ( i...... iJrntifoeJ
d"';~ ....
1"'-""'" an: sIoarnl b<1,.."",,, ,h. 1hn... ,,,-..rdio~
W< "o' i<ip""
,100,., pol,,, .. ond 1"",,«1"= "mloc <k\-"Io!o«I.nd iml,I<",,,,,,,'<I ~' (hi: 000 "fry 2Hlq

iii"""."',

'k>""""
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,ha,

,,,. ,'I."J..,I t ', 0, .....'/>::
~-""", ,,,, ,!I. !O/~

I'""" ;

,
-'TIirCOPS'Ofr.COliai ~iiilll>< uiii~ 4\-'<S1"""'" rosI>. "~rE><li"" our
. uppo, ..i"ll do<.;"""",w,oon .t.,,-...ing ,oa. It.: &f'l'II" t... rcpa;J Ih<>< fund. and \hal ,t.: fund,
11.>'-0 t.:<n dc"\lbliJ;ll«l,
18. Ko.. <'<I)' S3l.'I.U .. u" , II<>o<.bl< ,....,..,nn.-l-.-.I.,<'<I
COl'!; orr...." . nI numh<c l010·UM· WX~ H 5.

Tho ("OPS

~u",,'i<," .. , • .""

"_"It«l "i,k

om,,< owces "ilh Ihi, m.-ommrn<i" ion and "ill "Oft ",III or., von'''''' 10 r<1TlC\l)

,I><>< ~"" .. i<JnOO "MI •.
l~ . K,m,d.-S3l.U I5 in un. II<>o< . 1>It qu .. ,io ..... _" .... uhi~~ fCD'" lb • .....,ip .. n' d .. " in2
do". mo.-. fund. ,hoo "b. , ,,-....,...nd«l ....."' .. d "i,b 1:0 1'$ 011"0<. ..... 'd "umb«
l Ol n · (;~ I · W X -GllI.

The: COPS Offi «'sr«< "jill lhi. m:omm<r-.$al;"" and "ill "Oft

,,-,III or., von'''' 10 mn.>dy

,I><>< ~1Jo<">1ionN ,,,,,,,.
J.D. lI<m<'<l)- S ~ A 5lln "n.I",,,.hi< ind;.-...-, q.""io •• d ..,," .""".. " d "i,k
COPS Oflk•• " ,nI numh<c ldll--C K · \\"X · " U l ~ .

1 t.: COl'S Uffi•.-. Of=> ..-illl this ""~'" and "HI wOft "ith or.,

11"'""" '0 ,,,,,,--OJ

,""'" q"""iooOO ,,""',_
31. 11 .. "' .... )- )"2U.SII ~ in "n.llo" , hk . quipm.nH.I.' .... qu<"ion. d , .." • ...,.,i."d " itk
COPS o m... " . nI "umbo. lO 11--C''·\\,X-0027.

'I"" COl'S OlTo« "W=' " illl tit;, rc<OOlm<nd:rtjon and "ill ,,0<\. ,,;111 or., Kr.In'«
"""" ~ocslionN "'"...
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\Q

mr><.>dJ'

.• ", t!iciud £11",,.,.·,<=

' ,,., ...... II.;"'~
!'-j

Jl. R.m.d)- ~2J.i8J i. un.U_ . bl. "'" .....d .. rd " " h COl'S om.. . ".n! numtot. lOW.
1It.:·\\'X..ooo.I. in.ludin.:

•. S I2.·I7 ~ in "n.llo" ·obl< ""Il:<> ,,,ullin. f.o", Ih.
Ihal " 'hal .. ~. "Il<ndrd.

".i ~;"nl

'I'll< CO PS Oll'«:'~ "ilb Ibi. """""""ndali,," "'"' "ill
III<>< ~_ioo<tl ."".,

,Tun"

d .. "

in~ do" n nl .....

f._d.

",>Ii. " ilh the: ~I« to rrn><..J)

the Ofl,,"(" of the In>p«tol ().,,,,,t>J f,x !he """""",,i,) 10 "" '"," imd
~"""';
pi..", ,,,,,,.,,, I );"",kl l.anll'J .. (::011 61 .....
or.: I S. If I mal' b< off....." .,<isw.."< '" )'..... plea>< do "'" O<.i':>I<"'o "","'" me,
I'll< CO PS Oflje<,

I'OSfIOOI'l ~1 'hi> <Ir:r fI .wil, I f )'ou h.1,', "")

,...

""s.

Ri<hard P. Thei,
O\"';<IanI [}i""lOt. ,\oo.Ii, t", i_
J ""icO ~I """H''''''''' [Ii, 'isioo

WO)'n<: !i <"nr). A";"4I 0.1'"')

G""'I'

]),'<"'"

~ s.".,k"" I';"""""",

OtT"", ofe"",",,,,,,,), Ori<nl«l P"I"il1ll S.r.-i<n
KOIhoo-i", M<Oua)'. Chid of Starr
OIl"=<: "fC""""Lllli'), DrI<flt<J l'oI"i,,; Sct-t "'..

,\IlilK"

DolT. I><",""y 1';,,-'<'1''''

[>;""'' ' 'to

Gr..." Oper"'""",
OIT.,. of(;omm""i,) 0<"",,«1 PolkiDll Son ice<
])",id

snc..""",

R,~I

Awi, Manalo\<T. Dcr",,, IlogionaJ Awil Oil""
Oil"", "fIn. In,!",,1or I.Jo<nITaI
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APPENDIX 6
THE OFFICE ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN'S RESPONSE
TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 29
L'.s. Dep. " .... '.fJ.,<1<0

W ~OC20I)c
F~lJ.:!<I11

'''''''' M.

"'>l.........

"""""" ........... Gm<ru roo ",oojj,

S _ "'. ""''';11. ~WI\

M
_

ll<pI'y 1);....,.. b G<1<t.. P<><Iopm<oI_ ",_,_"

DoonoS_

ifJ

............ 1);"""",. , , _

RoolD<)'

f ROM

_~

f __1.oJ

..fl£

0;,."...

A ....' ......... St.fI' A.....

llnaAodd """'" (Rm.ro.
Gtto!<A.-...!C_
_fl4l)_ Tho ~ of

suw oct

n.;. """""'*'" i, '" ......- .. _

"""', ""'~ ...... _
_

•c_

th<

for "",

J......,. Il, 20 11 - - . do.

De"",",,,, of J _ Gnno A....rn a......"

_

. w.

dt,.... """" _1"<4...0 "'1"<'1"_ ~ or,his 0<U<Wl front ......

Tho ..".,., _ _ _ H" ,.......,
f~

""' ..... 0. ,<:< do«>!

J""""

,=--......... §29.Hl.OOl .. Totol

n.... "'" ",. mty~ .... idtfiulW b

DoIIor R' .....

alP....... J ,~ ,,.

1M"",

."""hed fotCOl'S ..... ,••,"')'_ _ _ iIlftojfjooJ f«"", am", OIl V _

of_

Ap;.... W"""" (O\,W), O\'w,, ~ .. - . . . . , . .... _ _ ,"' _ _
_ ,J\od "" _ orr"" ... ,koo< .. qoMcltly .. ..-;.... ""'" follow",,;, _ ""' )"~
OVW R...,..",.,.......
l l. 1:1<,-' ...... d I..,".... ' mk<d , _ , ...." ........111• • ''''''' ,ltl, •• ~lt. Of" . .
to 1 C Fl< l l ot.J.IJ. ,., ( I ) ••" .. .... 'or ,.,. pol.........."".. ,.. "~ ')Hm<f.. _ ,•• _ I• ••• • • wtd. (I) .... " " ......d' ,h.. ",...1...... I..-.~ dOl' .,
.......... bl'" t . ... d"... . 1 to,.," of .., ..., ' ..,,,.,. • • • d (ll .. h.... .-11....._ . . .
"'......1"" . . . .,. ..... 'k OIG . ... ,0. • • ·.tdl.. ..'''''... bf .. bmlltl'l to ,., OlG. • •
• .... . . ...1...;" . ... ....-.td, ...., .....1• .,... dot ,. OIG . ... It .. ofk, _ Il.ri• •

""1'0""

- "'<y.

"

Attact-rn 8Ilts to t n s re spo nse were net icd moo in ttl is fi nal repo rt,
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MEMEORANDUM
Subjecl; DnJI Audi, RO!"'" _ Tho Dcpartm<nl of JUMice Gran! Aword CJo->uII'rocas
C""""" 6y FY 2019, OVW ... ill de¥dop ODd implement ... iocd 0 1 _ policies that Thi •
........ will inclOOe enourina: that awaro. that remain op<D fur 4SS 01>)'1 01 ""'"' .... lUbj<cl1O
tddi<ionol 'Imey review. S' orti"l with ,be 4th QIwtu of FY 2<11 8. OVW will prepare ond
. uboUt ocrni .... ually 10 !he OKi
of.......m, !hal"""';" op<Il due to OIG ..."lil or Olhor
monilori.. octivily.

.li.,

34. Dt><lop .a4 , ..... ,....." . pro«n , • ....t... a...nI. tioa, .. e "plr<d. hI .ot dosod, ...
•• ...... bul.. . ad tok. ' pproprl .. o ..rio. la: (I) ! .... Ufy • • " •• 4i111 1bll l, . blll " "
' I. ,n" red pi<1lQ tba' . ro .. Ionror op"notl... ~ (!) ....t............ 'h01 .....,a op"" d ••
' 0 ,tol< _ol .. r1n,..,.Mty •• ad (l) ....n ...!stndl. , p"Cr.mrn.tle Or n ••• <I., m . ..
t~" tontribute ' o the 4<10)'1 i . dosto, .... 1'<10 u o . dd .. ,ood II a tI.dy m. nner.
C""""" Dy FY 2<119, OVW will dcvc:\Op ODd implement. _
fur ... iewi", ...., ... l1y
.w.m. that ore npirod. btl, not o~ ond for takint ~ _ 10: (I) i6enbfy ..,y
fwHIi1Ia !hot is obl;pted ..... recipi<nu that ..... no ~ opomional. (2) fe\'iew .war<b that
,.,.,..;" Oped due 10
mo.ni"'""a Ktivity, and (ll _ore OUIlItondio, propommotio or
tribot. to <be <lelo)'l in clos'" awards ~ odduHcd in • timoly maNltr,
OVW will <lev<iop thi, ~ by <be 4" Qo.wter ofFY 20 1S and bqPn impl<o:n<rotatioo Wrina
<be I ' Qlllrttr of FY 2019.

,1&1.

f,""""'" ""..... __

35. R"nedy •• d pu, ' 0 b<tt<. u" 'M $1,.116.9G7 to. f.odI •• tb., rfta.l...
• bllp tod ' 1' •• " Jl.... rd Nu",b<n 1OO4-SW_JlX-tO.l6, !tJOS.IW_JlX-0009.
l005-/W·AX-tO IO, ltJOS.WL-JlX~ l00S-WR_JlX.f0 1L.
l00.-WI,.-JlX-otlJ, lot7·1W_AX-tIllJ, 2I)Ot-WH-JlX"* IO, a.d
lOO7-lW·JlX-' " I... n <lpleU, .n • • Ie.... openollo •• L

Concur in port; O VW I>u """'l>ltted thi> ",""",m<nda' ;... ; ~. of"'" nino .....
idenOfoed, two ~ deblipttd more !ban 8 )'tOf$ .to. n.... .... 2005- IW-JlX..(J(110
(doobl;pod 1/u12009. 010.... 5/1i1lO(4) ... 200S·WL-AX-001l ( _ lip .... 111 '-12(09).
"I1I=fore, the"'amo!mt offiuulo pu1 to _
use" for this '«O"""UlJOtiOO >hould be """ ....
0C«0tdinJl~- Jln o.chod you will find <be payment hiotory reports
the tw<o ""'.. !hot bod
p<e'lioouoiy been dtobIipted ond a
abclo ....., ohowi", <be pa)'lMl't h",OIY reports of
the seven remain; ....... in thi> recornmendotioo that were re=otly _ l i p .... in FMIS.

_to

ohow'"

:Mi, lWo'eiop . .... Im~Ie", '" pOlideo ... d p ...ed • .a to re..t •• bol. n... repoNed..,
.Ioto!it:.t.d by do. <Nlpi.., durm, th. IIq.id.riol pulod. or b.ton .... lDftIolod. by OVW
.. l.d.d ••• .toUp .... food .... d to d«>bllptc ..... hl.aceo, AI .ppropri.... wiChlto •
1l...et1 m • • _ .

c:oncur, lIy FY 201 ~. OVW wi ll dcvc:1op and impkmm, ""lie... and ~ 10 miew
bot--. ~ .. _
ipto;! by the .... ;pi"'" <hlri"l the l;quido1iooo period. or bfJon«o
.......clod by OVW 10 i""L..:Io uoobligaled I\<nds. and to _;pI' thdc 1101....,..... oppropri ... .
w;thin. oim<Ly ..............
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MEMEOJU.NOUM
Subj<cI: Onft Audi. Il<pIlrI ~ The Dep&rtnIenI of , ..lie< GfIIIII " ... ard Cloxout I'ro<w
11. Dtvtlap . .d I. plem •• ' polloi.. oftd prooet'l ~ .... 10 ..,u, •• b• • •• y .d. .d, ... b",lttetI
by .M ncIpi< •••
.~
"'0«1 period h.... _ .... _ " ' .... ..d po • •• bolte, .,....
' pp"'!"i.'" wi ..... H....1y mO.ft".

fl., ••

Caocur. By FY l<I19. OVW "";11 dt>elop anti imple-moot policioo anti pr-<>Udu_ to........, !hot
.. y .. fuDdo submitted by "'" rocipiont .fter "",.won! ~ h.. eMcd Of< doobtiptod anti put
to \>tI.er ose. .. oppropri .......
ti"""ly tDaIlOU.

ith., •

18. R._y .11.......,ln8 S519,l<1S ID rond. 10 btttor u" t • • t ... ",01 •• bH"'.... ...1.0"
.....nI ••••••••• _ . n plrod _
I year1.
Concur. By FY l<I19, OYW ... ill «mody "'" remois>ina S!l79.248 in fundo to bon ... _!hot
remain obl igated opt.... wards!hat bo •• be.. expired ""or 8 yean.
19. Rov!ooo •• d p.t t. boU., . . .... opp,oprl.n, Ill ...... Lol.. $12,6$2,7" ... f . ......
oblll •• ed 'pl •• , . ....... 1110' II... nplrtd, b.t •••• nO. bo .. <I .......

«""'"

Concur. Dy FY l<It9. OYW will
anti pullO bttter ose. as opp<opri.ote. "'" ..."..ioiJIjI
$12,6Sl,7O\I in fimdo oblll".ed 'gUM' ....arda th .. ho"" .. pi ..... , Ou. Ill"" not ~ cloood.

q. D...... op .nd I.,plem ••• poIklel ' Dd pro<ed ..... 10: (I) . ob.... tIN: H.istLo, _1,0010,
ODd risIt ............ , prota. by tondu" i., • '"""'"" of 0..1..... Iod&<r .. <o ... tna:
.<tIrlty for. portion .f ...... ,d. ,b......., ........ ..-.1 0. ID the . 1....... pt"O<flS, ••d (Z)
Loti ....... pod.1 <•• dldoJl I• • U ..... nI p. d , .... oodty ... rodple.,. ,hot .... n. o<coun~ • •
.... CO .. . r< ,u b""' • .,..,q ........ W.

<_

Concur: Byf,oe.1 yeuZOl90VW willl<V<fIi< ito .. i>tinJgnnt risk_.,001 iW\
develop. _
to i"""""", .. review of finol ..... ard led&<n for. porIioa 0 ( _ """ art
d!h<t in "'"
pt"OtW Of ..... , hove \><en doood ro. ) yean or ~,. $wtiD, .... ith Fioeol
Yur 201! .waldo. OVW will ;n<lude. lpOt"ial contIirioll notifyina; r<cipie;l,,1hat """
oooo,""i", ied"n . . ,.~joet to 0f<IlC)' rovinv th"""""", tho lifo of tho aword, dwina; tho close
out pro<UI, and for ....... yo ... . 1Ier .word ,100 ......

._t

4 • . 1In.,op .. d ...1'1<...., polklel •• d p,~ o ... to

11",111... .... ~ .. 1d.•• Utl ... duriDa the
....nlln&

eo..:...-:

.,..<Ios.

._'u'"

thot r"Kipi<loto .. I.b
p,.." ... b< .h.«d b_ . 110 •• b, ..

_in,_

.,...,.,.wordin& '&meies. obtougb ....
Cholleni'Ol
to dtvelop poIi<i<o anti proo<dureo to..,......, !hot
=ipi<nto with oignificon' i ...... identified durinii: a.. ,Iooooout jVOOCU.r< _
betw"", "'"
........... ardin' 'S-i ••. By FY ~OI9. OVW will b<iin impkm<nlaliool ora.. "I. ted polid..
obated

~

0Uti", FY 2018, OVW .... iII WOfI: ... ith tho _

G~

......
R._..

Ioti_. poIldtO ond prO<ed.,es to Iden'lfy Imp, .......,. In • • ,.rln. the
_or&<)' or d . .... IIo<'ed •• d , . bmJlled by " .... ,d rodpl .....

~l.
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~EMEORANDU M

Subj.<!: Droit Aoolt Report _ Tho D<portmcnt of Justice G ..... Awaro Closeout Pn>:csI
Cone\It: DVW OC«P'J this reoommtlldatioo ODd will ~ out "";,,I"ll polkies ODd ......,..sw-..
10 identit')- im~",. 10 .... .";,,, .... OCCWlI<y of .... ooIl«ted ODd """"ined by award

= ipiento.

A/thouJ:\> OVW eoncun. one! Ioob fu<word 10 ido:"'ifyUlJ~'" "'" '"""""" would be
incompkte wi_!. fonhri&IU diocuosk>n of the .. Iobllily _ODd _

de.l!"Obilily - of
We llIi ... llIis dl""""",,, I.
_lolly important beca...., this
~ 'ugeIU • hclJb1MOd OIG scnahny ofOVW
crl/ll« pro...... repgrtJ. OVW"", in i.. I'""~· pcrf~ _!be owortunily 10 identifY
JII(Ibkrno """ """"'" 1'""_ in beini mnlmaUy effecIi""i .... do IlOl "'P«t or r<qUft!be
...... lev.. of "",";.00.. in pcof~ report> .. in fonaociol OD<L Morc<>ver. it ""y be
",,-,bit tor DVW OI.trlO _ _ tnl"", irnpcrf«liom ••id"".11 cmployin. eUousti""
....,;1Ori... _
!hat would.""""'1 0Ih<t thinp. dr . ... our ouJJ" • • _ioa . .... y &om
identifyi"i ODd C<Ifi<CIinl loti« pto>Illtmo ..... an flav•• dl,..., bellil\i on <:rime vi<timJ •
.. fety. "Thot bein. said ..... ,'COdi ly ocknowl«la< ..... ..,.".. reporhnl <rT\lD may be nid<noe of
gross fl<gllger><e or fal'ifocation. demanding dOH i....,...,.;o.. IIDCl oomcti"" octiorr..

<iernu>diDJ 100 petCalI ooc"""Y in.n .... report<d by 1m" "",.

<_,

OVW coli""" ... tensi"" pcrfOfl>lll>CC dlla ... mean> of n>OI1itorina: what JfUlI<CI .... doina
with !bar crm' lilDIb ..d ens"';"& ilia! !he """'" ...... o,,,,,ivi';" urxIertakm with OVW iIf"U'
firnds .... ooptured in roportod """"". """ gronI<eS...
"noctionl (i .... f>I""'iv<
rapoosa) on the Impact of Ihcir _ . OVW vah... nomti .. porfomw><:e ..... juoI .. """'h ..
data, .. nomti.. infonrcI';"" ofFm ' ITi",.,... into the twde,·to-<tlWllifY irnpo<;l1 of
J;I"l/lt fur.::ling. """ on undenwldln, oflb< chal~ i"JIfe<I CDOOur'IIet i. thoir.fforts to
...."baI domesti. """ ... "01 violer«. F_.2(I on po," 4(1 of .... _
report ItalcS!hat
roctricrr t .. ted by the OIG w=: ..I«tal "in order to eva, ..
do .. that. 10 [.... OIG·, )
judsmmt.
fDDS1 meanin¥flrl in "Iabon 10 the 1<fTrII """ oonditions of the . ... ord.· ~•
.."... of the _
••elected may DOt in fact repre ..... tho moot "..,..,.,inafill" indies""" of
cnn....•
toword proje« plo and - .... 10 JI"On'
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APPENDIX 7
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the Office of Justice Programs
(OJP), the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office), and the
Office on Violence Against Women (OVW). The responses from the OJP, COPS
Office, and OVW are incorporated in Appendix 4, Appendix 5, and Appendix 6, of
this final report. The OJP, COPS Office, and OVW concurred with all
recommendations. We describe and, where appropriate, reply to these responses
in the applicable recommendations below. The status of the audit report is
resolved. The following provides the OIG analysis of the response and summary of
actions necessary to close the report.
Recommendations for OJP
1.

Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this
audit, or in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any
such policies consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award,
(2) ensure that awards that remain open for 455 days or more be
subject to additional layers of agency review, and (3) enhance
collaboration and communication between the OIG and the awarding
agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semi-annual basis, a list of
awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other monitoring
activity.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response to the
draft report, OJP stated that it would review and consider revising its
closeout policies in response to 2 CFR § 200.343 by May 30, 2018.
Additionally, OJP stated that it would submit to the OIG a listing of awards
that remain open due to open OIG audits, investigations, or other monitoring
activity. The first listing will be provided no later than July 31, 2018, and
this reporting practice will be continued on a semi-annual basis.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP
(1) has reviewed its existing closeout policies for potential revisions; and
(2) updates its policies to require semi-annual submissions detailing all
awards that are expired, but left open due to OIG audit, investigation, or
other monitoring activity; and (3) submits to the OIG a report following its
policies.

2.

Develop and implement a process to review awards that are expired,
but not closed, on an annual basis, and take appropriate action for:
(1) any funding that is obligated against recipients that are no longer
operational; (2) awards that remain open due to stale monitoring
activity; and (3) awards that were approved for non-compliant
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closeout or are affected by other extenuating circumstances that are
delaying award closeout.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. OJP stated in its
response that, by May 31, 2018, the Office of the Chief Financial Officer
(OCFO) will develop and implement a process to annually review awards that
are expired, but not closed, to ensure that appropriate action is taken on
awards to recipients that are no longer operational; pending actions related
to monitoring activity; or open due to other extenuating circumstances.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the OCFO
has developed and implemented processes to address the items outlined
above.
3.

Remedy and put to better use the $148,685 in funds obligated
against Award Number 2006-IP-BX-K001, as the organization has
been legally dissolved since January 2011.
Closed. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and provided evidence that
it had deobligated all funds associated with Award Number 2006-IP-BX-K001.
As a result, this recommendation is closed.

4.

Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that
funding reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and
put to better use within a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless
of ongoing monitoring activity.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that, by May 31, 2018, it would develop and implement policies and
procedures to ensure that funding reported as unobligated by recipients is
deobligated and put to better use in a timely manner, as appropriate,
regardless of ongoing monitoring activity.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
developed and implemented policies to address balances reported as
unobligated by the recipient.

5.

Develop and implement policies to ensure that monies refunded by a
recipient are deobligated, as appropriate, in a timely manner after
receipt.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that, by May 31, 2018, OJP would develop and implement policies to
ensure that monies refunded by recipients are deobligated within a timely
manner, as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
developed and implemented policies to address recipient refunds.
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6.

Remedy and put to better use the $71,264 in funds that remain
obligated against awards that expired prior to the OIG’s scope
start-date of October 1, 2008.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
provided evidence that it had remedied $43,867 in funds obligated against
awards that ended prior to October 1, 2008.
OJP further stated that, for the $27,397 remaining, it reviewed the recipient’s
final Federal Financial Report (FFR) and determined that the funds were owed
to the recipient. OJP stated that those funds would be disbursed accordingly.
In our judgment, the remaining funds should not be disbursed unless the
recipient can provide evidence that the funds were spent in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the award. To arrive at this conclusion, we
considered: (1) the issues related to FFR inaccuracy identified on page 35
this audit report, which demonstrate that final FFRs are not consistently
accurate and therefore should not be accepted as exclusive evidence that
funds are due; (2) the fact that OJP initiated a Closeout Draw Down Notice
on July 12, 2011, to which the recipient did not make the final request for
reimbursement; (3) the age of the award; and (4) the recipient’s inclusion on
the DOJ High Risk List. We strongly encourage OJP to ensure that it
exercises due diligence in its efforts to safeguard taxpayer funds prior to
making any additional payment against this award.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
appropriately reviewed and addressed the issues related to the remaining
$27,397.

7.

Review its universe of awards that expired prior to October 1, 2008,
for which closeout has not yet occurred, address the individual
issues resulting in delayed final closeout, and close awards as
appropriate.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that, during its monthly reviews of standard grant management
metrics, OJP routinely monitors the status of the entire grant portfolio and
takes actions, as appropriate. OJP further stated that it would address the
issues related to awards that expired prior to October 1, 2008, for which
closeout has not yet occurred, by May 31, 2018, and close those awards, as
appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the
issues related to awards that expired prior to October 1, 2018, have been
addressed, and that the affected awards have been closed, as appropriate.
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8.

Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining
$11,654,392 in funds obligated against awards that have expired,
but have not been closed.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response to the
draft report, OJP stated that it had remedied $10,701,533 of the funds
identified by the OIG as of December 31, 2017. Our review of the
documentation provided demonstrated that the total amount remedied was
actually $10,285,273. OJP has, or intends to, reach out to various recipients
in order to remedy the difference of $416,260. As this balance remains on
the expired accounts, we do not consider it appropriately remedied.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the remaining $1,369,119 in funds obligated
against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.

9.

Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the
existing monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a
review of final grant ledger accounting activity for a portion of
awards that are either closed or in the closeout process, and
(2) include a special condition in all award packages notifying
recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to agency
review.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that, by September 30, 2018, OJP will leverage its existing grant risk
assessment tool and develop a process to incorporate a review of final grant
award ledgers for a risk-based selection of awards that are either within
3 years of closure or in the closeout process.
OJP further stated that, for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 awards, OJP will modify the
standard special conditions, as appropriate, in all award packages to notify
recipients that final award accounting ledgers are subject to agency review
up to 3 years following the date of award closure.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that (1) OJP
has developed and implemented policies to incorporate a review of final grant
award ledgers that are within 3 years of closure, or in the closeout process;
and (2) OJP has modified its standard special conditions in order to notify
recipients that final award accounting ledgers are subject to agency review
up to 3 years following the date of award closure.

10. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that
recipients with significant issues identified during the closeout
process be shared between the three awarding agencies.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that the Office of Audit, Assessment, and Management (OAAM) will
work with the OCFO, the OVW, and COPS to develop and implement
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procedures to ensure that recipients with significant issues identified during
the closeout process are shared between the three awarding agencies.
OAAM anticipates that these policies and procedures will be developed and
implemented by the end of FY 2018.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
developed and implemented policies and procedures to ensure that recipients
with significant issues identified during the closeout process are shared
between the three awarding agencies.
11. Review existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in
ensuring the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award
recipients.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. In its response, OJP
stated that OAAM revised the standard monitoring checklist questions related
to reviewing, verifying, and validating progress and performance data during
in-depth monitoring reviews. A draft of that checklist is currently being
reviewed by OJP program offices, and OAAM anticipates that this checklist
will be finalized and implemented by May 31, 2018.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
reviewed its existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in
ensuring the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award recipients.
12. Remedy $14,614 in unallowable indirect, personnel, and fringerelated questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number
2010-TY-FX-0105.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TY-FX-0105.
13. Remedy $52,325 in unallowable contractual, equipment, and
travel-related questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number
2011-AC-BX-0017.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-AC-BX-0017.
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14. Remedy $32,906 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of
the award period associated with OJP Award Number
2010-DC-BX-0116.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-DC-BX-0116.
15. Remedy $20,114 in unallowable indirect, incentive and
entertainment-related questioned costs associated with OJP Award
Number 2010-TY-FX-0103.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TY-FX-0103.
16. Remedy $20,641 in unallowable fringe, personnel, and indirectrelated questioned costs associated with OJP Award Number
2011-JU-FX-0022.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-JU-FX-0022.
17. Remedy $10,880 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of
the award period associated with OJP Award Number
2013-CD-BX-0031.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2013-CD-BX-0031.
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18. Remedy $3,462 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which
exceeded the amount approved by OJP associated with OJP Award
Number 2010-TY-FX-0108.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TY-FX-0108.
19. Remedy $122,720 in unallowable personnel-related questioned costs
which exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OJP Award
Number 2008-DN-BX-K184.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it would
review the questioned costs and work with the recipient to remedy the costs
as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2008-DN-BX-K184.
20. Remedy $1,654 in unallowable questioned costs related to
consultants and costs incurred outside of the award period
associated with OJP Award Number 2013-DJ-BX-0313.
Resolved. OJP concurred with the recommendation. Subsequent to the
issuance of our draft report, OJP provided information that appropriately
remedied $1,511 of the costs identified above. OJP further stated that it
would review the remaining questioned costs and work with the recipient to
remedy those costs as appropriate.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the remaining $143 associated with Award Number
2013-DJ-BX-0313.
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Recommendations for the COPS Office
21. Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this
audit, or in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any
such policies consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award,
(2) ensure that awards that remain open for 455 days or more be
subject to additional layers of agency review, and (3) enhance
collaboration and communication between the OIG and the awarding
agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semi-annual basis, a list of
awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other monitoring
activity.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation. In its
response, the COPS Office stated that it is currently revising its closeout
policy to incorporate the closeout timeframes noted above, as identified in
2 CFR § 200.343. The COPS Office expects to complete these revisions by
March 30, 2018.
Additionally, the COPS Office stated that it will begin reporting to the OIG
awards that remain open due to open OIG audit activity or other monitoring
activity. This reporting will occur on a semi-annual basis and will begin with
the 6-month period ending June 30, 2018. The COPS Office will provide the
report within 30 days of the semi-annual period end date, with the first
report due on July 30, 2018.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the COPS
Office (1) has reviewed its existing closeout policies for potential revisions;
and (2) updates its policies to require semi-annual submissions detailing all
awards that are expired, but left open due to an OIG audit, investigation, or
other monitoring activity; (3) and submits to the OIG a report following its
policies.
22. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that
funding reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and
put to better use within a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless
of ongoing monitoring activity.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation. In its
response, the COPS Office stated that it would revise procedures for
resolving open OIG grantee audit recommendations and alleged
noncompliance issues to include conducting a preliminary review to
determine if funding that has not been obligated by the recipient may be
deobligated and put to better use. As part of this review, the COPS Office
will ensure that deobligation of funds will not interfere with the ability to
remedy questioned costs and/or whether the grantee may be entitled to
reimbursement of allowable costs in view of the ongoing monitoring or audit
activity.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the COPS
Office has developed and implemented policies and procedures to ensure that
funding reported as unobligated by the recipient be deobligated and put to
better use within a timely manner, as appropriate, regardless of ongoing
monitoring activity.
23. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that any
refunds submitted by the recipient after the award period has ended
are deobligated and put to better use, as appropriate, within a timely
manner after receipt.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation. In its
response, the COPS Office stated that it will develop and implement policies
as necessary, to ensure that monies refunded by a recipient are deobligated
and put to better use, as appropriate, in a timely manner after receipt. The
COPS Office expects to complete and implement this policy by May 31, 2018.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the COPS
Office has developed and implemented policies and procedures to ensure that
any refunds submitted by the recipient after the award period has ended are
deobligated and put to better use, as appropriate, within a timely manner
after receipt.
24. Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining
$2,357,016 in funds obligated against awards that have expired, but
have not been closed.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation.
Additionally, the COPS Office provided evidence demonstrating that it had
remedied $2,132,357 of the $2,357,016 identified above.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the COPS
Office has remedied, as appropriate, the remaining $224,659 in funds
obligated against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.
25. Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the
existing monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a
review of final grant ledger accounting activity for a portion of
awards that are either closed or in the closeout process, and
(2) include a special condition in all award packages notifying
recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to agency
review.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation. In its
response, the COPS Office stated that it would work with OJP’s OAAM to
implement the recommendation. The COPS Office stated that OAAM will
leverage the existing OJP grant risk assessment tool to identify a risk-based
selection of awards for this review. The COPS Office will also develop a
process to incorporate a review of recipient accounting ledgers for the
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selected awards. The COPS Office stated that this review will occur for
awards that are either within 3 years of closure or in the closeout process.
The COPS Office expects to finalize and implement the process for use in
FY 2019.
Additionally, the COPS Office stated that it will include a special condition in
all award packages notifying recipients that their accounting ledgers and
other supporting documentation will be subject to our review for a period of
3 years from the date of award closure. The COPS Office also stated that the
recipient will provide these documents to the COPS Office upon request. The
COPS Office expects to include this special condition beginning with its
FY 2018 awards.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that (1) the
COPS Office has developed and implemented policies to incorporate a review
of final grant award ledgers that are within 3 years of closure, or in the
closeout process; and (2) the COPS Office has modified its standard special
conditions in order to notify recipients that final award accounting ledgers are
subject to agency review up to 3 years following the date of award closure.
26. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that
recipients with significant issues identified during the closeout
process be shared between the three awarding agencies.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation. In its
response, the COPS Office stated that it will work with OAAM and OVW to
develop and implement procedures to ensure that recipients with significant
issues identified during the closeout process are shared between the three
awarding agencies. The COPS Office anticipates that these policies and
procedures will be developed and implemented by the end of FY 2019.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the COPS
Office has developed and implemented policies and procedures to ensure that
recipients with significant issues identified during the closeout process be
shared between the three awarding agencies.
27. Remedy $565 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the
recipient drawing down more funds than what was expended
associated with COPS Office Award Number 2009-HE-WX-0058.
Closed. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and provided
evidence that the $565 in unallowable questioned costs had been returned by
the recipient. As a result, this recommendation is closed.
28. Remedy $33,544 in unallowable personnel-related questioned costs
associated with COPS Office Award Number 2010-UM-WX-0245.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and stated
that it would work with the recipient to remedy the questioned costs.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-UM-WX-0245.
29. Remedy $33,015 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the
recipient drawing down more funds than what was expended
associated with COPS Office Award Number 2010-UM-WX-0331.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and stated
that it would work with the recipient to remedy the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-UM-WX-0331.
30. Remedy $5,453 in unallowable indirect questioned costs associated
with COPS Office Award Number 2012-CK-WX-K026.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and stated
that it would work with the recipient to remedy the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-CK-WX-K026.
31. Remedy $265,504 in unallowable equipment-related questioned
costs associated with COPS Office Award Number 2011-CK-WX-0027.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and stated
that it would work with the recipient to remedy the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-CK-WX-0027.
32. Remedy $23,983 in unallowable costs associated with COPS Office
Award Number 2010-RK-WX-0004, including:
a. $12,474 in unallowable charges resulting from the recipient
drawing down more funds that what was expended.
b. $11,419 in unallowable personnel charges which exceeded the
10 percent rule.
Resolved. The COPS Office concurred with the recommendation, and stated
that it would work with the recipient to remedy the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-RK-WX-0004.
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Recommendations for OVW
33. Develop and implement revised closeout policies resulting from this
audit, or in response to 2 CFR § 200.343, to: (1) ensure that any
such policies consider the 455-day timeframe for closing an award,
(2) ensure that awards that remain open for 455 days or more be
subject to additional layers of agency review, and (3) enhance
collaboration and communication between the OIG and the awarding
agencies by submitting to the OIG, on a semi-annual basis, a list of
awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other monitoring
activity.
Resolved. OVW concurred with our recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, by FY 2019, it will develop and implement revised closeout
policies to include ensuring awards that remain open for 455 days or more
are subject to additional agency review. Additionally, starting with the 4th
quarter of FY 2018, OVW will prepare and submit semiannually to the OIG a
list of awards that remain open due to OIG audit or other monitoring activity.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence OVW (1) has
reviewed its existing closeout policies for potential revisions; and (2) updates
its policies to require semi-annual submissions detailing all awards that are
expired, but left open due to an OIG audit, investigation, or other monitoring
activity; (3) and submits to the OIG a report following its policies.
34. Develop and implement a process to review awards that are expired,
but not closed, on an annual basis, and take appropriate action to:
(1) identify any funding that is obligated against recipients that are
no longer operational, (2) review awards that remain open due to
stale monitoring activity, and (3) ensure outstanding programmatic
or financial issues that contribute to the delays in closing awards are
addressed in a timely manner.
Resolved. OVW concurred with our recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, by FY 2019, it will develop and implement a process for
reviewing, on an annual basis, awards that are expired, but not closed, and
for taking appropriate action to (1) identify any funding that is obligated
against recipients that are no longer operational, (2) review awards that
remain open due to stale monitoring activity, and (3) ensure outstanding
programmatic or financial issues that contribute to the delays in closing
awards are addressed in a timely manner.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW’s
new process has been developed and implemented.
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35. Remedy and put to better use the $1,316,907 in funding that remains
obligated against Award Numbers 2004-SW-AX-0036,
2005-IW-AX-0009, 2005-IW-AX-0010, 2005-WL-AX-0073,
2005-WR-AX-0011, 2006-WL-AX-0023, 2007-TW-AX-0033,
2009-WH-AX-0010, and 2007-IW-AX-0005, as the recipients are no
longer operational.
Closed. OVW stated that it had completed actions to close the
recommendation. OVW also stated that, for two of the nine grants identified
above, the funds were deobligated over 8 years ago. This did not reconcile
to the documentation provided to us during our audit. We contacted OVW to
ascertain the reason for the discrepancy between the documentation
provided to us during our audit, and the documentation provided with OVW’s
response to the draft report. OVW stated that the differences were due to
coding issues in the web based payment history. We reviewed the updated
documentation and determined that it did provide evidence that the funds
associated with Award Numbers 2005-IW-AX-0010 and 2005-WL-AX-0073
had been deobligated in 2009. Upon further review of OVW’s updated
documentation, we determined that a portion of funds associated with Award
Number 2005-WR-AX-0011 had also been deobligated in 2009.
For the remaining awards, and for the balance on Award Number
2005-WR-AX-0011, we reviewed the updated documentation and determined
that all funds had been deobligated by January 31, 2018. As a result, this
recommendation is closed.
36. Develop and implement policies and procedures to review balances
reported as unobligated by the recipient during the liquidation
period, or balances amended by OVW to include unobligated funds,
and to deobligate these balances, as appropriate, within a timely
manner.
Resolved. OVW concurred with our recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, by FY 2019, it would develop and implement policies and
procedures to review balances reported as unobligated by the recipient
during the liquidation period, or balances amended by OVW to include
unobligated funds, and to deobligate these balances, as appropriate, within a
timely manner.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW’s
new policies have been developed and implemented.
37. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that any
refunds submitted by the recipient after the award period has ended
are deobligated and put to better use, as appropriate, within a timely
manner.
Resolved. OVW concurred with our recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, before the end of FY 2018, it would develop and implement
policies and procedures to ensure that any refunds submitted by the recipient
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after the award period has ended are deobligated and put to better use, as
appropriate, within a timely manner.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW’s
new polices have been developed and implemented.
38. Remedy the remaining $579,248 in funds to better use that remain
obligated against awards that have been expired over 8 years.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, before the end of FY 2018, it would remedy the remaining
$579,248 in funds obligated against awards that have been expired for over
8 years.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the $579,248
in funding identified above has been deobligated and put to better use.
39. Review and put to better use, as appropriate, the remaining
$12,682,709 in funds obligated against awards that have expired,
but have not been closed.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, before the end of FY 2018, it would review and put to better
use, as appropriate, the funds identified. OVW also provided evidence that,
as of December 31, 2017, it had remedied $4,139,124 of the $12,682,709
identified above.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the remaining $8,543,585 in funds obligated
against awards that have expired, but have not been closed.
40. Develop and implement policies and procedures to: (1) enhance the
existing monitoring and risk assessment process by conducting a
review of final grant ledger accounting activity for a portion of
awards that are either closed or in the closeout process, and
(2) include a special condition in all award packages notifying
recipients that grant accounting ledgers are subject to agency
review.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, by FY 2019, it would leverage its existing grant risk
assessment tool and develop a process to incorporate review of final award
ledgers for a portion of awards that are either in the closeout process, or that
have been closed for 3 years or less. Starting with FY 2018 awards, OVW
will also include a special condition notifying recipients that grant accounting
ledgers are subject to agency review throughout the life of the award, during
the closeout process, and for 3 years after award closure.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
developed and implemented the new processes.
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41. Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure that
recipients with significant issues identified during the closeout
process be shared between the three awarding agencies.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation. OVW stated in its
response that, during FY 2018, it would work with the other awarding
agencies through the shared Grants Challenges working group, to develop
policies and procedures to ensure that recipients with significant issues
identified during the closeout process are shared between the three awarding
agencies. By FY 2019, OVW will begin implementation of the related policies
and procedures.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
developed and implemented the related policies and procedures.
42. Review existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in
ensuring the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award
recipients.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation. However, OVW also
discussed the viability of demanding 100 percent accuracy in all data
reported by grantees. OVW believes that this closeout audit suggests a
heightened OIG scrutiny of OVW grantee progress reports, and expressed
concerns that OIG auditors appear to be taking issue with minor inaccuracies
in data reported.
The OIG does not expect OVW to employ new practices “demanding 100
percent accuracy in all data reported by grantees”, as stated in OVW’s
response. In fact, on page 40 of this report, the OIG acknowledges that
extensive review of progress report source documentation is not feasible.
However, the accuracy of progress report information is an area in which this
audit and the OIG’s external audit work regularly identifies significant issues.
This audit identified reported program metrics for OVW grants: (1) that were
materially overstated, (2) that the recipient acknowledged should not have
been reported because no activity had actually taken place during that
reporting period, and (3) for which the recipient could provide no support.
Progress report data plays an essential role in the evaluation of recipient
progress. Inaccuracies in that data may prevent OVW from: (1) relying on
the information it receives, (2) making accurate judgements on grantees’
progress in meeting grant objectives, and (3) reporting accurate program
accomplishments to Congress and the public. We do not consider the
deficiencies in progress report accuracy discussed in this report to constitute
minor issues, but rather indicate a broader issue with the accuracy of data.
OVW stated that it expects some degree of imprecision and some amount of
missing data for numbers of people trained with grant funds and numbers of
people reached through community education. OVW noted that “Grantees
may fail to proffer complete training registration records or sign-in sheets
that can be used to fully substantiate all of the training numbers reported,
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and/or they may miscount the number of people trained by some nominal
amount.” However, as indicated in the report and described above, the
discrepancies we found were not nominal. Further, DOJ and the Government
Performance and Results Act require that recipients maintain valid and
auditable source documentation to support all data collected for each
program measure required by the program. Although OVW indicates that
some of the data it requires grant recipients to report is not meaningful, the
OIG selected data for testing that spoke most directly to the purpose of the
award. For example, data regarding numbers of participants trained and
reached are directly representative of the impact of awards that place value
on training, education, outreach, and coalition building. OVW’s requirement
for recipients to spend resources tracking and reporting on these activities
indicate that those metrics are meaningful. However, if OVW determines
they are not, it should reevaluate its need to accumulate such metrics and
identify more meaningful data instead.
Further, OVW emphasized in its response that it differentiates between
significant errors, such as the inability to determine whether a training was
held, from “trivial errors”, such as a slight miscount in the number of people
trained. The OIG also employs judgment in making differentiations between
the significance of deficiencies. Specifically, egregiously indiscernible metrics
putting into question whether anything was accomplished on the grant has in
the past resulted in the OIG’s questioning of an entire grant. However, the
OIG also considers material discrepancies in reported progress report data to
warrant an improvement in procedures because such inaccuracies undermine
the DOJ’s ability to assess and report on the impact of its grant programs.
As such, we do not question the costs associated with this finding, but rather
offer a recommendation structured for OVW to review its own processes and
identify areas for improvement it deems material to the effective
performance of its programs as a whole.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
reviewed its existing policies and procedures to identify improvements in
ensuring the accuracy of data collected and submitted by award recipients.
43. Remedy $5,423 in unallowable personnel questioned costs which
exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OVW Award Number
2012-WL-AX-0011.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-WL-AX-0011.
44. Remedy $637 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which
exceeded the amount approved by OVW associated with OVW Award
Number 2010-TA-AX-K012.
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Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TA-AX-K012.
45. Remedy $655 in unallowable supplies questioned costs which were
not in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award
Number 2012-WL-AX-0059.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-WL-AX-0059.
46. Remedy $17,224 in unallowable questioned costs resulting from the
recipient drawdowns that exceeded grant expenditures, and costs
incurred outside of the award period associated with OVW Award
Number 2011-WE-AX-0017.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-WE-AX-0017.
47. Remedy $685 in unallowable facility rent-related questioned costs
not approved in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW
Award Number 2013-FL-AX-0018.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2013-FL-AX-0018.
48. Remedy $4,579 in unallowable travel-related questioned costs
associated with OVW Award Number 2013-TA-AX-K016.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2013-TA-AX-K016.
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49. Remedy $7,603 in unallowable supplies, indirect, and other
questioned costs associated with OVW Award Number
2011-WH-AX-0017.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-WH-AX-0017.
50. Remedy $2,647 in unallowable personnel questioned costs not
approved in the OVW approved budget associated with OVW Award
Number 2008-WE-AX-0038.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2008-WE-AX-0038.
51. Remedy $442 in unallowable personnel questioned costs which
exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OVW Award Number
2014-DW-AX-0002.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2014-DW-AX-0002.
52. Remedy $4,844 in unallowable expenditures exceeding the 10
percent rule, outside the approved project period, and drawdowns in
excess of recorded expenditures associated with OVW Award Number
2014-SW-AX-0023.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2014-SW-AX-0023.
53. Remedy $11,285 in excess indirect costs and unallowable mileage
expenses associated with OVW Award Number 2010-TW-AX-0030.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TW-AX-0030.
54. Remedy the $5,231 in unallowable contract and indirect questioned
costs associated with OVW Award Number 2010-TW-AX-0043.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2010-TW-AX-0043.
55. Remedy the $1,069 in unallowable classified ad and bank fee
questioned costs budget associated with OVW Award Number
2013-IW-AX-0002.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2013-IW-AX-0002.
56. Remedy $22,895 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which
exceeded the approved amount OVW approved budget associated
with OVW Award Number 2012-TW-AX-0024.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-TW-AX-0024.
57. Remedy $5,000 in unallowable consultant-related questioned costs
incurred outside of the project period associated with OVW Award
Number 2012-W5-AX-K004.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-W5-AX-K004.
58. Remedy $21,837 in unallowable personnel questioned costs charges
which exceeded the 10 percent rule associated with OVW Award
Number 2012-FW-AX-K002.
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Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2012-FW-AX-K002.
59. Remedy $146 in unallowable indirect questioned costs which
exceeded the approved amount in the OVW approved budget
associated with OVW Award Number 2011-WC-AX-K020.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-WC-AX-K020.
60. Remedy $349 in unallowable questioned costs incurred outside of the
project period associated with OVW Award Number
2011-TW-AX-0006.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated with Award
Number 2011-TW-AX-0006.
61. Remedy $8,344 in unallowable indirect questioned costs associated
with OVW Award Number 2011-TA-AX-K127.
Resolved. OVW concurred with the recommendation, and stated that it will
work with the grantee to address the questioned costs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OVW has
remedied, as appropriate, the questioned costs associated Award Number
2011-TA-AX-K127
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